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Tension flared up at the bor-
der in Arunachal Pradesh

after Indian and Chinese troops
came to blows leading to
injuries to some soldiers on
each side.  The local comman-
ders of both armies held flag
meetings and defused the sit-
uation.

The incident took place on
December 9 in Tawang in
Arunachal Pradesh at the Line
of Actual Control (LAC) when
the Chinese troops trans-
gressed there and the Indian
soldiers contested their pres-
ence, Army sources said here
on Monday.  This face-off led
to a scuffle resulting in minor
injuries on both the sides.

Incidentally, this was the
first physical scuffle between
the two armies since 2020
when violent face-offs erupted
in some parts of the LAC in
Eastern Ladakh leading to a
major brawl on June 15 in the
Galwan valley.  Twenty Indian
soldiers, including the com-
manding officer, were killed
and more than 40 Chinese
also died in the bloody clash.

As regards the latest inci-
dent, Army sources said along

the LAC in the Tawang Sector
in Arunachal Pradesh there are
areas of differing perception,
wherein both sides patrol  up
to their claim lines. This has
been the trend since 2006. 

On  December 9, PLA
troops contacted the LAC in
Tawang Sector which was con-
tested by our troops in a firm
and resolute manner. This face-
off led to minor injuries to a
few personnel from both sides,
sources said. Both sides imme-
diately disengaged from the
area.

“As a follow-up of the inci-
dent, our commander in the
area held a flag meeting with
his counterpart to discuss the

issue in accordance with struc-
tured mechanisms to restore
peace and tranquility,” the
source said.

According to sources, the
“scuffle” broke out between
personnel of the two armies in
Yangtzee region of eastern
Tawang.  Sources said the clash
is reported to be “more than
pushing and shoving”. A simi-
lar transgression took place
in June 2016, when nearly 250
PLA soldiers had transgressed
into the area. But no clashes
were reported then.

This sector in Tawang in
Arunachal Pradesh has seen
such face-offs in the past also.

The clash has come weeks

after Indian and Chinese troops
disengaged from the last stand-
off site in eastern Ladakh in late
September.  India has all along
said relations between the two
countries could not be normal
till the status quo ante is
restored as prevailing before
May 2020 in Ladakh.

With the latest incident in
Arunachal Pradesh, the focus
has again shifted to China’s
intentions regarding the LAC
dispute. The Indian security
establishment shortly will take
an exhaustive view of the situ-
ation all along the 4,000-long
LAC. It stretches from Ladakh
in the west to Arunachal
Pradesh in the east.
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Three students, including
two minors, preparing for

competitive entrance exami-
nations in Kota district of
Rajasthan, allegedly committed
suicide on Monday. The three
deceased students were just
16, 17, and 18 years old.

Two of the students who
allegedly committed suicide,
Ankush and Ujjwal, hailed
from Bihar. They were friends
and were staying in the same
hostel in adjacent rooms. One
was preparing for engineering
college entrance, while the
other was studying to crack the
medical college entrance tests.
The police are yet to recover
suicide notes from the scene of
incidents.

The third student, Pranav,
came from Madhya Pradesh,
and was preparing for National
Eligibility cum Entrance Test
(Undergraduate) or NEET — a
pre-medical entrance test.

Kota superintendent of
police Keshar Singh Shekhawat
said two students from Bihar
were studying at a prominent
coaching institute. They were
found hanging from a ceiling
fan in their paying guest (PG)
accommodation. The first was
19 years old, while the second
was aged 18.

“The two were Class XI
students and were staying in
different rooms of the same PG
accommodation for the past six
months. We are trying to find
out whether they were friends
or not. The incidents came to
light when the owner of the PG
informed the police control
room,” Shekhawat said.

The PG owner got suspi-
cious when one of the boys did
not come out of his room in the
morning and did not respond
to repeated knocks on the
door. The owner then broke
open the door and found him
hanging from the ceiling fan.

In the afternoon, the sister
of the second boy had come to
meet him at the PG. “He was
staying in the room next to the
first boy. When he did not open
the door, it was also broken
open, and that boy was also
found hanging from the ceiling
fan,” the SP said.

Police said no suicide notes
were found on either of the
boys and their mobiles are

being checked to get more
information.

“The two were living in
Kota for the past three years
and they probably committed
suicide last night after having
dinner. The second boy had
even called his sister last night,”
the police said.

In the third incident, a 17-
year-old student, a resident of
Shivpuri in Madhya Pradesh,
committed suicide by alleged-
ly consuming some poisonous
substance. He died during
treatment.

“Last night, he was found
unconscious in the gallery of
the PG and was spotted by
another student who had come
there to fill water. He informed
the hostel owner who took the
boy to a hospital where he was
declared dead,” according to the
police.

No suicide note was found
on him, but the police have
recovered rat poison from the
room.

Continued on Page 2
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The Government on
Monday issued directions

for blocking a Pakistan-based
OTT platform’s website, two
mobile apps, four social media
accounts and smart TV app,
saying a series being shown by
it was detrimental to India’s
national security and integrity.

The Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting
on December 12 invoked
emergency powers under the
IT Rules 2021 to place the
curbs on Pakistan- based OTT
platform Vidly TV.

The platform Vidly TV
had released a web series titled
“Sevak: The Confessions” on

the anniversary of the 26/11
Mumbai terror attacks. It was
found to be detrimental to the
national security, sovereignty
and integrity of India, the
Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting said. Three
episodes of the web series have
been released till date, it said.

“Action against Pakistan-
based Vidly TV follows the
assessment that the provocative
and wholly untrue web-series
‘Sevak’ was sponsored by
Pakistan’s info ops apparatus,”
senior adviser at the Ministry
Kanchan Gupta said on Twitter. 

The web-series portrayed
an anti-India narrative on sen-
sitive historical events and sub-
jects of national importance
such as Operation Blue Star
and its aftermath, demolition of
the Babri Masjid at Ayodhya,
killing of a Christian mission-
ary named Graham Staines,
Malegaon blasts, Samjhauta
Express blasts and inter-state
river water dispute related to
Sutlej Yamuna Link canal.
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Congress MP Manish Tewari
on Monday gave adjourn-

ment motion notice in Lok
Sabha to discuss the Centre’s
confrontation with the judi-
ciary on matters related to
judicial appointments.

Tewari’s motion came in
the backdrop of an ongoing
friction between the Centre
and the judiciary on the issue
of appointment of judges with
the Supreme Court telling the
Centre that the Collegium sys-
tem was the “law of the land”
which should be followed.

The issue of judicial
appointment came to the fore
as different Government func-
tionaries made a number of
statements on the subject.
Union Law Minister Kiren

Rijiju for two months has been
strongly criticizing the col-
legium system for judicial
appointments.

Speaking on the Congress’
adjournment motion notice
on the Centre’s confrontation
with the judiciary on Friday,
Rijiju had said, “We aren’t like
the Congress party that over-
turns everything and captures
institutions. BJP respects all
institutions of the country.”

In his letter on Monday
which was addressed to the Lok
Sabha Speaker, Tewari said,
“Discussion on the confronta-
tion with the judiciary brought
to the fore by recent statements
made by various Government
and constitutional functionar-
ies, including the Hon’ble Law
Minister”.

Continued on Page 2
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Asecond-time MLA
Bhupendra Patel on

Monday took oath as the Chief
Minister of Gujarat for a second
straight term in Gandhinagar
in a grand ceremony attended
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Union Ministers, and
Chief Ministers of BJP-ruled
States.

Sixteen other Ministers,
including eight of Cabinet rank,
too were sworn in. The new
entrants include 11 former
Ministers. Of the 11 former
Ministers, seven were part of
the Government led by him
from September 2021 to
December 2022. 

They are Harsh Sanghavi,
Jagdish Vishwakarma,
Kanubhai Desai, Rushikesh
Patel, Raghavji Patel, Kuber
Dindor and Mukesh Patel. Four
others, including Solanki, Bera,
Khabad, and Bavaliya had
served as Ministers in the BJP
Governments in the past.

Patel, 60, was administered
the oath as the 18th Chief

Minister by Governor Acharya
Devvrat at a function held at
the Helipad Ground near the
new Secretariat. 

A huge crowd of BJP work-
ers clapped all the way during
the ceremony. Patel won the

Ghatlodia seat with the high-
est margin of 1.92 lakh votes in
the elections.

The Cabinet Ministers
include Kanu Desai, Rishikesh
Patel, Raghvji Patel,
Balvantsinh Rajput, Kunvarji

Bavaliya, Mulu Bera, Kuber
Dindor, and Bhanuben
Babariya. Harsh Sanghvi and
Jagdish Vishwakarma were
sworn in as Ministers of State
with an independent charge.

Continued on Page 2
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Expressing concern over
global warming, External

Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
on Monday criticised the devel-
oped world for not taking ade-
quate remedial steps and asked
them to “walk the talk” on this
sensitive issue and stop short-
changing the world.

Addressing the India
Global Forum United Arab
Emirates(UAE) Summit
themed around Climate
Finance and Technology in
Abu Dhabi, he drew a distinc-
tion between two parts of the
climate debate — that of cli-
mate action and climate justice.

“Essentially those who are
occupying the carbon space
have kept promising that they
would help others and frankly
they have kept short-changing
the world,” said Jaishankar.

“They come up every COP
with some new argument,
some evasion, something
which keeps kicking the can

down the road. So, the real
problem you are facing today
is the same as multiple COPs
ago. The developed countries
are still not sincere about keep-
ing to their promises. There is
growing frustration because
the state of the world is obvi-
ously getting worse,” he said. 

The COP stands for
Conference of Parties on cli-
mate change.

He warned that the more
climate emergencies, the more
there will be the sense that the
developed countries are unwill-
ing to “walk the talk”.

Jaishankar also condemned
certain climate narratives
designed to confuse and target
countries with labels such as
“big emitter”.

Continued on Page 2
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The Ministry of Civil
Aviation (MoCA) along

with airport operator Delhi
International Airport Limited
(DIAL) on Monday came out
with a five-point action plan to
avoid congestion and mess
during the peak hours.

The measures include
reducing flights during morn-
ing peak hours and to shift
some flights to Terminal 1 and
Terminal 2 or to non-peak
hours at Terminal 3 and display
wait time at arrival gates.

This comes after the Union
Civil Aviation Minister
Jyotiraditya Scindia on Monday
morning made a surprise visit
to Terminal 3 of the Indira
Gandhi International Airport
(IGIA), amid complaints of
congestion and overcrowding

for the past few days.
Sources said that changes

could be seen taking effect
within the next six to seven
days. The winter holiday rush
and wedding season has paid
rich dividends to the aviation
sector but airports at Delhi’s
IGI, Mumbai and Bengaluru
have seen irate passengers com-
plaining on social media about
missed flights and serpentine
pre-boarding lines. The situa-
tion may worsen after the
Christmas rush which is

expected to start in a week if
remedial measures are not
taken.

Interestingly, this is the
first time that over 4.27 lakh
passengers boarded domestic
flights on Sunday, the highest
since Covid outbreak in March
2020 and also higher than the
pre-pandemic daily average of
4.2 lakh. Not only Delhi’s IGI
airport’s T3 but Mumbai T2
and Bengaluru also witnessed
huge rush.

Passengers have been com-
plaining for weeks about how
departure from T3 is a tedious
process. Visuals from the air-
port shared on social media
show men and women lined up
in queues for security check,
with some saying they had to
wait for two to three hours in
the clearance area.

Continued on Page 2
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Asenior Congress leader in
Madhya Pradesh has made

a controversial remark against
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
asking people to be prepared to
“kill” Modi to save the
Constitution and the future of
minorities and Dalits. 

A First Information Report
(FIR) was registered on
Monday afternoon at Pawai
police station in Panna district
against the Congress leader
and former state minister, Raja
Pateria, for making the remarks
against the Prime 
Minister. 

In a video that surfaced on
social media in the morning,
Pateria can be heard telling
Congress workers, “be ready to
kill Modi. Kill in the sense of
defeating him”. 

The Congress on Monday
denounced the remarks made

by its leader against the Prime
Minister, saying they are not
acceptable to the party and
need to be condemned.

“.....Modi will end the elec-
tions. Modi will divide on the
basis of religion, caste and lan-
guage. The future of Dalits,
tribals and minorities is in
danger. 

If you want to save the
Constitution, then be ready to
kill Modi. Kill in the sense of
defeating him, Pateria told a
meeting of Congress workers at
Pawai town in Panna 
district.

State Home Minister
Narottam Mishra, who had
ordered the registration of the
FIR, said the police found
Pateria spread hatred and
enmity among Dalits, minori-
ties, and tribal communities
based on religion, caste, and
language, at the meeting.

Continued on Page 2
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More than 13 months after
he was arrested by the ED

in a money laundering case, the
Bombay High Court on
Monday granted bail to
Maharashtra’s former Home
Minister Anil Deshmukh in a
corruption case registered
against him by the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI).

However, Deshmukh will
not walk out of the jail imme-
diately, as the HC noted the bail
order would become effective
only after ten days. The rider to
the bail order came after the
CBI sought a stay on the effect
of the bail order to approach
the Supreme Court. The HC
granted 10 days’ time to the
CBI to challenge his order in
the SC.

Detailed report on P5
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Shiromani Akali Dal chief
Sukhbir Singh Badal was on

Monday questioned for nearly
three hours by a special inves-
tigations team of Punjab Police
probing into the 2015
Kotkapura police firing case.

The special investigations
team (SIT), led by Additional
Director General of Police LK
Yadav, had summoned Badal to
appear before the probe team
on Monday.

Badal was the deputy chief
minister and holding the home
portfolio when incidents of
desecration of religious texts
and the subsequent police fir-
ing at people protesting against
it had taken place in Faridkot
in 2015.

The Akali Dal chief

reached the Punjab Police
Officers' Institute here around
11:40 am, official sources said.

Badal did not speak to
reporters after his questioning.

The incidents relate to the
theft of a 'bir' (copy) of the
Guru Granth Sahib, putting up
handwritten sacrilegious
posters, and torn pages of the
holy book being found scat-
tered at Bargari in Faridkot in
2015.

This series of events had
triggered protests and two per-
sons -- Gurjeet Singh and
Kishan Bhagwan Singh -- were
killed in Behbal Kalan and a
few others injured at Kotkapura
in Faridkot in police firing.

The SIT had also ques-
tioned Badal on September
14. He was questioned on June
26, 2021, as well.

On October 12, the SIT
had questioned former chief
minister Parkash Singh Badal
in the matter.

On September 6, another
SIT led by Inspector General of
Police Naunihal Singh had
grilled the Akali Dal chief in
the 2015 Behbal Kalan police
firing case.

While the Yadav-led SIT is
investigating the Kotkapura
firing case, the Naunihal-led
team is probing into the Behbal
Kalan incident.

The Akali Dal had earlier
accused the AAP government
in Punjab of politicising the
case in order to divert people's
attention from its "failures".
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The Centre is committed to
rehabilitating slum dwellers

in Delhi and there is less than
one 'jhuggi' per acre of land ear-
marked for their resettlement,
the Centre informed the Rajya
Sabha. Replying to supple-
mentaries during the Question
Hour, Minister for Housing
and Urban Development
Hardeep Singh Puri said the
Centre has already provided
alternative accommodation to
the eligible people but only a
few have occupied the flats and
many of them have gone to
court.

He said the policy of the

government of the National
Capital Territory of Delhi
enunciated on December 11,
2017 is being followed for
rehabilitation of slum dwellers.

The policy stipulates that
the eligibility for rehabilitation
should be there for all 'jhuggi-
jhopri' and 'bastis' which came
up before January 1, 2006 and
those which came up before
January 1, 2015 shall not be
demolished before providing
compensation and no new
ones are allowed to come up.

"We have provided alter-
native accommodation to the
eligible people but only a few
of them have occupied the
flats," he told the House, adding

that many of them have moved
courts and several 'jhuggi'
dwellers have sought stays.

"The seven government
colonies which are coming up
for redevelopment are spread
over an area of 536 acres and
the number of 'jhuggi' house-

holds identified are 507, which
means less than one jhuggi in
less than one acre of land," he
said.

Puri said in terms of eligi-
bility for rehabilitation, 100
EWS flats have been purchased
from DDA. But, after that a
large number of jhuggi
dwellers, whether eligible or
not, have gone to the courts
and obtained a number of
stays.

"Out of 370 or so JJ clusters,
we have already done surveys
on 210 of them. Recently the
prime minister released 3000
flats in Kalkaji to the benefi-
ciaries and two such other
projects are ready," he said.

The minister said we are
also in an advanced stage of
processing the conversion of all
JJ clusters under DDA which
will provide modern flats,
except those clusters which
are under DUCIB (Delhi
Urban Shelter Improvement
Board).

The central government
will conduct a survey and get
them built into modern flats
since the Delhi government has
not moved on them, Puri said.

The minister also suggest-
ed that the word informal set-
tlements be used instead of
slums.

In his written reply, the
minister said the Central

Government is implementing
the project for redevelopment
of seven General Pool
Residential Accommodation
(GPRA) colonies in Delhi,
which are spread over an area
of 536 acres.

"The area of each of these
seven colonies is – Sarojini
Nagar 255 acres, Netaji Nagar
111 acres, Nauroji Nagar 25
acres, Kasturba Nagar 50 acres,
Thyagraj Nagar 14 acres,
Srinivaspuri 73 acres and
Mohammadpur 8 acres.

"Under this GPRA rede-
velopment project, 12,970
existing old houses are being
replaced by 19,206 number of
new houses. The 'jhuggis' in the

project area, which are eligible
for rehabilitation/relocation in
terms of the eligibility criteria
prescribed in the policy noti-
fied by Government of
National Capital Territory of
Delhi, are offered suitable
accommodation," he said

Puri said the eligibility cri-
teria, inter-alia, includes exis-
tence of 'jhuggi-jhopri basti'
prior to 01.01.2006 and jhug-
gi before 01.01.2015 in such
jhuggi-jhopri basti.

"In these colonies, there are
507 number of 'jhuggi' house-
holds out of which 113 are eli-
gible 'jhuggi' households and
394 are ineligible 'jhuggi'
households.

"For rehabilitation/reloca-
tion of eligible 'jhuggi' house-
holds, 100 EWS flats at Narela
have been purchased from the
Delhi Development Authority
(DDA), out of which 90 have
been allotted to eligible 'jhug-
gi' households, out of which
five have already taken pos-
session of the new flats.
However, 18 eligible 'jhuggi'
households of Thyagraj Nagar
(Prem Nagar) have obtained a
stay from Hon'ble High Court
of Delhi," the minister said.

"No proposal has been
received from the Government
of National Capital Territory of
Delhi for development of
slums," the minister also said.
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To save lives and make Delhi
roads safe for all, the

SaveLIFE Foundation (SLF),
with support from Tata Power
Delhi Distribution Limited and
in close partnership with the
Delhi Traffic Police, the Delhi
Transport Department and
PWD (North) has launched a
Tactical Urbanism trial at
Mukundpur Chowk.

As per the Delhi Traffic
Police, the intervention area at
Mukundpur Chowk where the
Tactical Urbanism Trial has
been undertaken witnessed 32
serious crashes between 2017
and 2021, leading to 10 deaths
and 35 injuries.

Tactical Urbanism (TU)
trials are temporary, quick and
relatively low-cost interven-
tions, which test out urban
design, transportation plan-
ning and infrastructural
changes for improving road
safety for all road users, espe-
cially the most vulnerable, like
pedestrians, cyclists and other
non-motorised transport users.
Once the interventions are
proven, the relevant

Government agencies are
expected to make them per-
manent.

As part of the Zero Fatality
Corridor (ZFC) initiative,
SaveLIFE Foundation tests
temporary urban design inter-
ventions. An essential com-
ponent of these trials is road
space redistribution to ensure
modal equity, road geometrics
modification, traffic chan-
nelisation, vehicular speed
reduction, and addition of
pedestrian and cyclist safety
infrastructure.

Speaking about the imme-
diate need to support such
interventions, the spokesperson
of Tata Power Delhi
Distribution Limited, said,
“Road crashes are an enormous
cause of concern across the
country. The loss of life and
livelihood witnessed as a result
of road crashes requires imme-
diate attention and innovative
solutions.
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Atotal of 28 officers from
the trade and tax depart-

ment have been transferred by
Chief Secretary of Delhi
Government Naresh Kumar
on Monday, at the behest of
Lieutenant Governor Vinai
Kumar Saxena, aiming to bring
objectivity, accountability, and
transparency.

“Entrenched Staff at the
middle level, who were posted
in Trade and Tax Dept for five
to seven years have been shift-
ed out and only the first timers
who never worked in trade tax
department have been posted
and all officials who were on a
repeat posting to the depart-
ment, removed,” said Delhi
Government sources.

“To ensure farthest possi-
ble objectivity, 'First in first out
principle' was followed while

transferring from other non-
sensitive depts to trade and tax
dept,” they said.

“It may be noted, that offi-
cials at the middle level are at
the cutting edge of the Trade
and Taxes Department public
interface. They are the ones
who are entrusted with the
assessment, supervision,
inspection, and enforcement
functions/powers of the
Department,” sources stated.

As per the order by
Amitabh Joshi, Deputy
Secretary Services
Department, dated December
12, the Competent Authority is
pleased to order the trans-
fer/posting of the Grade-I
(DASS) officers.

Some of the officers who
have been transferred includes,
“Geeta Kashyap, Anup Ahuja,
Kuldeep Sharma, Raju
Tripathi, Rama Rajput,
Subhash Dutt, Gurmeet Singh,

Amit Mathur, Kavita, Ravinder
Singh Adarsh Grover, Dinesh
Pandey, Pawan Kumar, Naveen
Chaudhary, Anuj Goyal,” it
stated.

“Apart from this, Ashish,
Umesh Prakash, Charanjit,
Mahadev, Sarita Sharma,
Sunita, Brahm Prakash, Anju
Goyal, Uma Shankar W.V.,
Kumal Prabhakar, Jagdish
Prasad, Pawan Saini, Dushyant
Kumar, Bipin Kumar Singh,
Vijay Singh, O.P. Tiwari, Vikas
Narain, Chandresh Kumar
Gupta, Praveen Bhargava, etc
were transferred from the tax
and trade department on
Monday,” the order stated.

“The officers are stand
relieved with immediate effect
with the direction to join their
new place of posting/depart-
ment without waiting for for-
mal relieving from his present
department,” the order further
stated.
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Asix-year-old leopard was
rescued by the Wildlife

SOS team and Maharashtra
Forest Department officials
during the weekend, after it was
found sleeping along the high-
way near Dhotre village in
Ahmednagar district of
Western Maharashtra.

The residents of Dhotre vil-
lage were on Saturday  shocked
to find a leopard taking a cat
nap on the side of a nearby
highway, which falls the Takli
Dhokeshwar Forest Range. The
leopard was apparently resting
after feeding on prey.

Concerned about the safe-
ty of the wild cat, the villagers
alerted the state forest officials
who in turn called the Wildlife
SOS team that operates out of
the Manikdoh Leopard Rescue
Centre, for assistance.
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From Page 1
He further stated that

such statements prima facie
undermine the faith in our
country’s highest court and
the justice system in general.

The judicial system runs
on the faith people repose in
the decision-making process
of the judiciary. 

Speaking about the fall-
out between the executive
and judiciary, Tewari said
“this takes us on a dangerous
path where Courts could lose
their legitimacy. Judges of
the Hon’ble Supreme Court
were constrained to discuss
these comments in open
court”.

Pointing out the vacan-

cies in the Supreme Court
and High Courts, he said
that the rule of law can never
be sustained in such a sce-
nario. More particularly, this
has led to a stall ing of
appointments of judges to
the Supreme Court and the
High Courts. The Supreme
Court has a vacancy of seven
judges and more than 380
vacancies exist in various
High Courts ,  said the
Congress MP.

“The Government must
forthwith explain its stand
and clarify its position with
regard to the confrontations
with the judiciary,” he said.

Referring to Government
functionaries’  remarks

against the Collegium, the
Apex court on Thursday said,
“Making comments on the
Supreme Court Collegium is
not very well taken.”

A bench headed by Justice
Sanjay Kishan Kaul and com-
prising Justices Abhay S. Oka
and Vikram Nath told the AG
that just because there were
some sections of the society
who express a view against
the Collegium system, it will
not cease to be the law of the
land. 

The bench added that
the apex court judgment,
which formulated the
Collegium system for judges’
appointment must  be
adhered to.

From Page 1
The six other Ministers of

the State include Parshottam
Solanki, Bachu Khabad,
Mukesh Patel, Praful
Pansheriya, Kuverji Halpati
and Bhikhusinh Parmar.

Of these 16 Ministers, four
belong to the Koli community
(Bavaliya, Khabad, Solnaki and
Mukesh Patel), three are
Patidars (Raghavji, Rishikesh
and Praful), three OBCs
(Vishwakarma, Parmar and
Bera) and two are tribals
(Halpati and Dindor).

Babariya belongs to a
Scheduled Caste community,
Sanghvi is Jain, Desai a
Brahmin, and Rajput a
Kshatriya.

PM Modi congratulated
CM Patel and his new team in
a tweet.

From Page 1
As per the new action plan

announced by the airport oper-
ator, apart from posting real-
time updates on waiting time
on social media, a command
centre will monitor crowding at
the gates on a real-time basis.
“A command center will mon-
itor crowding at the gates real-
time,” the Ministry said in a
statement.

The Government has also
asked Delhi international air-
port to deploy crowd managers
and ushers to guide travelers.
Airlines will be notified of the
crowd numbers so that check-
in points can be made conges-
tion-free. Real-time updates
on wait time will also be post-
ed on social media, the
Ministry said. The
Government has also asked air-
lines to keep their check-in
counters completely manned,
especially during peak hours.

The Government also
asked Delhi Airport to increase

the Automatic Tray Retrieval
System used for security
checks. “The number of secu-
rity check counters has been
increased to 16 (10 ATRS + 6
conventional x-ray machines)
in the last few days. This will be
increased further to 17 soon,
and subsequently to 20,” the
Ministry said.

The Ministry also said
that an analysis of the man-
power requirements at immi-
gration counters will be under-
taken immediately at Delhi
Airport, and if need be, addi-
tional manpower will be
deployed. The ministry also
said that it will work with air-
lines and airports to reduce
flights during peak hours
between 5 am to 9 am. IGIA
has three terminals -- T1, T2
and T3. All international
flights and some domestic
services operate from T3. On
an average, it handles around
1.90 lakh passengers and about
1,200 flights daily.

From Page 1
The FIR was registered

against Pateria under sections
451 (House-trespass in order to
commit an offence punishable
with imprisonment), 504
(Intentional insult with intent
to provoke breach of the peace),
505 (statements conducing
public mischief ), and 506
(Punishment for criminal
intimidation) of the Indian
Penal Code.

MP Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan targeted
Congress over Pateria’s
remarks, saying the reality of
those who are undertaking the
Bharat Jodo Yatra is coming to
the fore. 

Mishra told reporters
Pateria’s statement against the
prime minister is very objec-
tionable and he had directed
the superintendent of police to

register a case against the
Congress leader. 

Earlier, state BJP chief VD
Sharma shared the video clip of
Pateria and demanded an
inquiry wondering if there is a
plot to assassinate the prime
minister. 

“Former Minister Raja
Pateria’s incitement of public
and Congress workers to assas-
sinate Prime Minister Shri
@narendramodi is extremely
serious and condemnable. Was
there any preparation for this
conspiracy in Rahul Gandhi’s
Bharat Todo Yatra from
Madhya Pradesh recently? This
should be investigated,” Sharma
tweeted in Hindi. 

Meanwhile, Pateria issued
a video statement clarifying he
meant to “defeat” PM Modi in
the elections but his remarks
were wrongly presented. 

“A video related to a man-
dal meeting yesterday at Pawai
has surfaced. I am a follower of
Mahatma Gandhi who can’t
talk about killing anyone. It was
wrongly presented. I wanted to
say defeat Modi to protect the
Constitution, Dalits, tribals
and minorities and also to
remove unemployment,” he
said. 

CM Chouhan said the
“reality of those who are under-
taking Bharat Jodo Yatra is
coming to the fore”. 

“Congress people are not
able to compete with PM
Narendra Modi in the field,
that’s why a Congress leader is
talking about killing him. This
is the height of hatred. True
feelings of Congress are being
revealed. The law will take its
course,” the chief minister said
in a statement.

From Page 1
“But that country may

have a per capita emission
which is one-tenth that of the
rest of the world. This was not
the country which occupied
the carbon space. So some-
where people need to be
truthful about it and say who
is really responsible for the

global warming and the coun-
tries which need to step up,”
he said.

In conversation with Dr
Anwar Mohammed Gargash,
Diplomatic Adviser to the
UAE President, Jaishankar
also highlighted two big
divides in the world today -
one being the east-west divide

centering around Ukraine and
the other is a north-south
divide centering around devel-
opment.

“Ukraine is also having an
impact on development. I do
believe a country like India can
play that bridging role, not
alone but with countries like
UAE. There is the need today

to bridge,” he said at the forum,
organised by UK-headquar-
tered India Inc Group.

“The real problem that
you are facing today is same
problem we had multiple
COPs ago, which is that the
developed countries are still
not sincere about keeping
their promises... The more

climate events and emergen-
cies you have, the more there’s
going to be the sense that
these countries are unwilling
to walk the talk,” he added.

Two years ago, the US had
pulled out of Paris Climate
Accord -- which aims to stop
global warming by cutting emis-
sions and eliminating green-

house gas pollution -- pointing
fingers at India and China.

Then US President
Donald Trump had alleged
that the Paris Climate Accord,
which India had ratified, gave
a better deal to “some of the
world’s highly polluting coun-
tries” like India and China and
left the US hamstrung.

From Page 1
According to information

in the open domain, as many
as 19 students committed sui-
cide in Kota in 2018, seven in
2017 and 17 in 2016.

The incident has once
again put the spotlight on the
country’s biggest coaching hub
where students are subjected to
tremendous pressure to crack
the cut-throat competitions
for medical and engineering
entrance examinations.

The coaching students face
dual pressure for performing in
the academics to clear the
10+2 examinations as also to
crack the entrance tests for
which the coaching institutes
aid them in learning tricks to
quickly solve the questions in
the entrance.

“The coaching institutes
and agencies conducting the
entrance tests are to be blamed
equally as they never factor in
the psychological factors and
the stress these tests mount on
the young minds. I think it’s
high time that institutes hire

professional counsellors to
cater to the psychological needs
of young adolescents under-
going paramount stress from
parents and studies,” Associate
Professor at Gargi College of
Delhi University and clinical
psychologist Dr Poonam
Phogat told The Pioneer.

Psychological needs should
be addressed in the coaching
package itself now. Removing
fans in winters so that students
do not hang themselves or
putting iron mesh under the
fans are illogical measures, Dr
Phogat quipped.

Earlier, the district admin-
istration had set up a suicide
hotline where anxious students
could call to seek counselling.
The move was initiated fol-
lowing widespread media
scrutiny of Kota’s teen suicides
and self-harm cases.

The coaching hub is noto-
rious for pushing students to
the edge with long class hours,
long assignments, and very
competitive internal tests which
determine whether a student is

promoted or demoted among
the many “batches”. Top batch-
es get the most sought after
teachers. However, the coach-
ing institutes do not have reg-
ular clinical psychologists or
the sophistication to handle
young minds undergoing
stressful mental conditions.

A student in 2016 had
called for all coaching centres
to be shuttered, before jumping
to her death despite having
cracked the highly coveted IIT-
JEE mains exams.

In 2019, the Rajasthan
Government constituted a
State-level committee to pre-
pare a legislative draft for reg-
ulation of coaching centres to
reduce stress among those
studying at such institutes.
However, the State govern-
ment is yet to make the draft
public.Earlier, the Rajasthan
Government has announced
plans to bring a Bill to regulate
coaching institutes in Kota in
the wake of such rising cases of
student suicides but the same
is yet to see the light of the day.
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ADelhi Police Sub-Inspector
(S-I) was allegedly

thrashed and abused by her
advocate husband outside her
house in South West Dwarka
on Sunday afternoon. Delhi
Police has registered a case
against the husband Tarun
Dabas and are probing the
incident which came to light
after S-I Doli Tevathia, posted
a video on social media about
the alleged assault.

In the video, Dabas could
be seen entering the lane and
hitting a car with his black SUV.
Tevathia comes out and starts
arguing with him. Both are
seen fighting as she takes out
the side view mirror of his car.
Dabas then hits and pushes her.
He also threatens to kill her.

"I am a Sub-Inspector in
Delhi Police. Presently on
maternity leave. I am con-
stantly facing abuse from my
husband advocate Tarun
Dabas. Today he beat me in
broad daylight. Please ensure
action," she tweeted from her
personal Twitter handle. The S-

I has also sought help from
Delhi Commission for Women
(DCW) through Twitter fol-
lowing which the panel has
issued notice to the police.

On Monday, Tevathia said
they have filed three com-
plaints against Dabas so far.
Taking action, the Delhi Police
has registered a case against her
husband and are probing the
matter.

“A case under Sections 323
(voluntarily causing hurt), 341
(wrongful restraint), 427
(Mischief causing damage to
the amount of fifty rupees) and
506 (criminal intimidation) of

the IPC has been registered at
Najafgarh police station as per
law. Further investigation is
going on,” a senior police offi-
cer said.The case has been reg-
istered on the complaint of the
S-I and her brother Sumit
Kumar. In the complaint,
Kumar alleged Dabas assault-
ed him as well on several occa-
sions in September.

“I was attacked near Rohini
Heliport on September 4, 2022,
by Dabas and five-seven goons
he brought with him. I made
PCR calls and was somehow
saved by the police. A com-
plaint was also given to the

office of the Joint
Commissioner of Police,
Rohini, New Delhi (copy
enclosed). 

Fearing repeated threats
of the same type I asked the
police to ensure mine and my
family's safety. However, no
substantial pre-emptive action
was taken to thwart Dabas,"
Kumar said.

"On September 11, Dabas
brought nearly 15 goons along
with him in three cars and tried
to attack me and my family at
my home. I again made PCR
calls ... And called for police
help,” he alleged in the com-

plaint. “Dabas is a habitual
drunkard and women beater,
this man frequently gives alco-
hol parties to his friends and is
often involved in brawls in the
nearby areas... He often pres-
sures my sister for money. My
sister is a Government ser-
vant... Due to the inaction of
the police, Dabas has been
emboldened and is beginning
to surpass all limits and my
family is living under constant
threat,” he further alleged in his
complaint.

Meanwhile, DCW chair-
person Swati Maliwal took to
Twitter and said that even a
policewoman is not safe and
had to seek help on social
media.

"Delhi Police's Sub-
Inspector was being subjected
to domestic violence for past
many months but no action has
been taken. Even the police are
forced to seek help on Twitter.
I am issuing a notice to Delhi
Police and strict action should
be taken. If a policewoman is
not safe how can a common
woman be safe?" Maliwal
tweeted in Hindi. 
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The Supreme Court on
Monday dismissed a plea

by Delhi Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia challenging
the Gauhati High Court (HC)
order dismissing his plea for
quashing a criminal defama-
tion case filed against him by
Assam Chief Minister Himanta
Biswa Sarma.

After the apex court
showed its disinclination to
entertain Sisodia's plea against
the November 4 order of the
HC, the AAP leader withdrew
it. 

Sarma had filed a criminal
defamation case against Sisodia
for making "baseless" corrup-
tion allegations against him in
connection with the supply of
PPE kits at "higher than mar-
ket rates" to the National
Health Mission (NHM)
authorities during the first
wave of the Covid-19 pan-
demic. 

The AAP leader had
claimed that Sarma, as the
State Health Minister in 2020,
had given supply orders to a
firm belonging to his wife.

Sarma has denied these allega-
tions. The matter came up for
hearing on Monday before a
Bench comprising Justices SK
Kaul and AS Oka. Senior advo-
cate AM Singhvi, appearing for
Sisodia, said the AAP leader
had nowhere said any money
was taken. 

"If you reduce public
debate to this level, you have to
face the consequences," the
Bench observed, adding the
petitioner should have uncon-
ditionally apologised earlier.
"You have to face the conse-
quences," the top court assert-
ed, adding the allegations were
made during the pandemic. 

The apex court observed
that instead of realising what
the country was going through

during the pandemic, the peti-
tioner was making allegations.
After the hearing, advocate
Nalin Kohli, who was repre-
senting the Assam
Government, said, "Essentially,
while issuing summons, a court
has to see whether a prima facie
case exists with regard to false
imputations which are per se
defamatory...." 

In its order, the HC had
said Sisodia has not been able
to make out any case for quash-
ing of the proceedings in the
matter which is pending for
disposal before the court of
Chief Judicial Magistrate,
Kamrup, at Guwahati. 

The HC had noted Sarma
filed the complaint alleging
that on June 4 this year Sisodia
addressed a press conference in
New Delhi where he made a
defamatory statement against
the Assam Chief Minister
accusing him of indulging in
corruption. 

Riniki Bhuyan Sarma, the
wife of the Assam Chief
Minister, had on June 21 filed
a Rs 100-crore defamation case
against the Delhi Deputy CM
over the same allegation. 
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After receiving the structur-
al audit reports of 15 resi-

dential societies in Gurugram
that was carried out by four
listed firms, the district admin-
istration will conduct sec-
ondary tests of these societies.
Deputy Commissioner NK
Yadav convened a joint meet-
ing of RWAs, representatives of
the auditing firms and builders
in which the audit reports
were shared with everyone.  

The firms that conducted
the rapid visual inspection
study said that in most societies
some deficiencies have been
observed in the basement and
there have been complaints of
falling plaster or water leakage.
Yadav said that no serious

structural issues have been
found that would make the
building unsafe for the resi-
dents. In most societies either
the plaster is falling or there are
gaps in the balcony or base-
ment and water is filling up. 

"A second test has been
recommended, which we will
start in a few days. Based on
that, suggestions will come
from audit firms on what kind
of repair and maintenance
work has to be done. The
administration will try to com-
plete the audit in these societies
by getting all these works done
in next few months," Yadav
said. After the audit of the 15
societies in the first phase the
audit of 50 other societies will
be done in the second phase.
He asserted, "The problems
found in all societies can be

cured by repairs. Now, how it
is to be repaired will be decid-
ed by the audit firms after a
non-destructive test i.e. sec-
ondary test. After that these
societies will be repaired and
maintained." 

Yadav said that after the
accident in Chintal Paradiso
Society in February, the admin-
istration is trying to identify
unsafe buildings and repair
them if needed and get them
vacated if they are not
repairable. This is also the
purpose of this structural audit.

Yadav said that the struc-
tural audit report would be
shared with the RWAs and if
any aspect is left untouched
then the RWAs can raise that
point on which the firm con-
cerned will respond and review
the society again.
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More than 260 dengue cases
have been reported in

the national Capital in
December, taking the infection
tally of the vector-borne disease
past 3,800 so far this year. In
November, 1,420 cases were
logged, while 1,238 cases were
recorded in October.

According to the reports
released by the Municipal
Corporation, the dengue infec-
tion tally stood at 3,595 till
December 2, and 262 more
cases have been recorded since
then till December 9. The city
has also recorded 241 cases of
malaria and 44 cases of chikun-
gunya this year.

Of the total of 3,857 report-
ed cases, 693 were logged in
September. In 2017, the city
logged 4,704 cases in the
January 1-December 9 period,
the report stated.

No death has been report-
ed so far this year due to the
disease while in 2021, dengue
claimed 23 lives, the report
said.

In 2015, the city witnessed
a massive dengue outbreak,
with the number of cases cross-
ing 10,600 in October. It was
Delhi's worst dengue outbreak
since 1996.

According to the MCD
report issued on Monday, the
city recorded 23 dengue cases
in January, 16 in February, 22
in March, 20 in April, 30 in
May, 32 in June, 26 in July, and
75 in August.

Cases of vector-borne dis-
eases such as dengue and
malaria are usually reported
between July and November,
sometimes stretching till mid-
December. According to the
officials of the MCD's health

department, symptoms of vec-
tor-borne diseases include high
fever, headache, rash, muscle,
and joint pain, which are quite
similar to that of COVID-19
which also include fever or
chills, muscle or body aches,
fatigue and headache among
others.

Last year, 9,613 dengue
cases were recorded in the city,
the highest since 2015, along
with 23 deaths -- the highest
since 2016.

In 2018, Delhi reported
2,774 dengue cases during the
January 1-December 9 period,
according to the report. The
corresponding figures in 2019,
2020, and 2021 were 1958,
1030, and 9,260.

Ten deaths each were
reported due to dengue in
2016 and 2017, four in 2018,
and two in 2019.

The official data showed
that 4,431 dengue cases were
recorded in Delhi in 2016,
4,726 in 2017, 2,798 in 2018,
2,036 in 2019, and 1,072 in
2020.

The MCD report stated
that breeding of mosquito lar-
vae has been found at 1,69,766
households this year till
November 18.

Authorities have issued
1,20,144 legal notices for mos-
quitogenic conditions, and
45,829 prosecutions were
launched so far.
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Students of Delhi
Government schools are

becoming smart entrepreneurs
as well as responsible citizens
by learning the concepts of
establishing their start-ups at a
young age, Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia said
on Monday.

Addressing students at a
Government school in East
Delhi's Mandawali Fazalpur,
Sisodia said, "Students in city
Government schools are not
only developing the core entre-
preneurial skills but are also
becoming responsible citizens
through this program.”

“I am happy to see that the
children of our schools are
dreaming of starting their own
businesses and are eager to

experiment in their respective
fields. The Delhi government
will support their determina-
tion and hardwork in every
way and their businesses will
create new job opportunities
for the future,” he said.

“Through Business
Blasters, the journey of our stu-
dents from job seekers to job
creators has begun. Their
unique business ideas will be
transformed into multination-
al companies in the future.

Such a job-creator mindset
will make India No.1 in the
future. Business Blasters has
completely changed the defin-
ition of career for the students
in Delhi government schools
now,” Sisodia said.

Sisodia said that this is
important to inculcate the
entrepreneurial mindset
among students from the
school level and make them
understand that their ability to
create job opportunities will
give a bright future to the
country.“Students from Class
12, continuing in the second
year of Business Blasters said
that when they used to present
their ideas to someone in the
maiden year of the Business
Blasters Program, they lacked
self-confidence and hesitated to
approach clients.  
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Details of all entry-level
classes along with seats

available for admission in pri-
vate schools for the academic
sessions 2023-24 are expected
to be declared by Friday. The
admission process for entry-
level classes in over 1,800 pri-
vate schools in Delhi began on
December 1. The last date to
submit applications is
December 23, the Delhi
Government's Directorate of
Education had said in a circu-
lar last month.

The first list of students
selected for admission and the
waitlist will be out on January
20, according to the circular.
The second list of students
shortlisted for admission will
be uploaded on February 6.

Private unaided recognised
schools have already uploaded
their criteria for admission on
their respective websites.

The circular said, "No devi-
ation from the above schedule
shall be permitted. Each school
shall display the aforesaid
admission schedule on its
notice board and website.

"Further, each school shall

ensure that application forms
for admission are made avail-
able to all applicants till the last
date of submission." The noti-
fication said a non-refundable
amount of Rs 25 could be
charged as admission registra-
tion fee. Purchase of the school
prospectus by parents will be
optional. It said all private
schools would have to reserve
25 per cent seats for students
from the economically weaker
sections and disadvantaged
groups and children with dis-
abilities.

The draw of lots will be
conducted under videography
and the schools have been
instructed to maintain and
retain the footage. The slips will
be shown to the parents before
being put in the box being used
to draw the lots.
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Actor Nora Fatehi on
Monday filed a criminal

complaint against Jacqueline
Fernandez before a Delhi court
for allegedly defaming her by
“unfairly dragging” her name
into a Rs 200 crore money
laundering case involving
'conman' Sukesh
Chandrashekar. According to
her advocate Vikram Chauhan,
Fatehi, a Canadian citizen, also
arrayed 15 media organisa-
tions as accused in her com-
plaint, which is likely to come
up for hearing on December
19. “The complainant has a
pristine reputation apart from
a rapidly progressing career
which has quite obviously
threatened her rivals who are
unable to compete with her on
a fair footing,” the complaint
said. “The defamatory state-
ment was made by Fernandez
in bad faith and with mala fide
intention and was circulated by

the media houses made
accused in the complaint with
an intent to defame her,” the
counsel said.

The complaint claimed the
allegations made by Fernandez,
that Fatehi had received gifts
from Chandrashekhar were
wrong. “The only time the
complainant spoke to
Chandrashekhar was when his
wife, Leena Maria Paul, made
her speak to him over speak-
erphone at the event in
Chennai where the com-
plainant was invited by Leena.
At the event, the complainant
was gifted an iPhone and a
Gucci bag by Leena. No gifts
were ever received by the com-
plainant from
Chandrashekhar,” Fatehi said.
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Jawaharlal Nehru University
(JNU) VC Santishree

Dhulipudi Pandit on Monday
said "outsiders" might be
involved in the scribbling of
anti-Brahmin slogans on sev-
eral walls inside the campus
and that further inquiry into
the matter was underway. 

The vice chancellor assert-
ed JNU is a place for everyone
and nobody can use it to spread
hatred against any group.

"The School of Indian
Languages would house centres
for different states where liter-
ature, culture and history
would be taught," said VC,
Pandit, while addressing the
media.

Several states have shown
interest in this regard and
Tamil Nadu has already given
Rs 10 crore for its centre,
Pandit said. "JNU (Jawaharlal
Nehru University) is starting a
new School of Indian

Languages where different state
governments are giving the
university a corpus to set up
chairs. They will become spe-
cial centres of not only lan-
guages but also literature, cul-
ture and history of that state.
"Tamil Nadu has already given
Rs 10 crore. Four more states
— Odisha, Karnataka,
Maharashtra and Assam will
give Rs 10 crore each. We will
have a corpus of Rs 50 crore,"
Pandit said.

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
MK Stalin recently sanctioned
about Rs 10 crore for the
Centre for Tamil Studies. The
vice-chancellor said it was
approaching different states in
this regard.

The school will help devel-
op a deeper knowledge about
different Indian languages. The
university already offers sever-
al language courses. It now
plans to introduce more
research, postgraduate and
diploma courses.
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The sudden change of place-
ment of Parcel and Luggage

vans of passenger trains at
New Delhi Railway Station has
been causing a great inconve-
nience to the facility of Wheel
Chairs and Carts for the needy
passengers like senior citizens,
handicaps, sick people and
VIPs at times.

While there are other
important trains when the
change of placement and
berthing are being done as per
the roster, a case in note has
come to surface after Joint
inspection of Station authori-
ties last week pertaining to the
movement of  Bandra termi-
nus-Amritsar Train no 12925
which runs between Mumbai
to Amritsar via New Delhi.

Following the change of
originating station in Mumbai,
the placement order at New
Delhi station has also been
affected and as per the inspec-
tion safety reports the parcel
and luggage van which use to
be stationed in front side is now
relocated in rear side of the

platform number 5 as per th
train coach manifesto.  The
train halts at New Delhi
Railway Station, for 25 Minutes
(10.40 am to 11.05 am). “The
previous location of the VP at

New Delhi Railway Station is
13.65 meters at Delhi End near
pillar No.22 and now the cur-
rent location is 3.95 meters at
Nizamuddin End near last elec-
tric pole. Due to shifting of par-

cel van from front side to rear
side, passengers are facing
acute difficulties as the plat-
form No.5 at New Delhi
Railway station is not so wide,
especially users of Wheel
Chairs and Golf Cart are not
convenient to catch the train. 

There is always a possibil-
ity of mis-happening due to
this situation, which is very
risky from passengers point of
view, it is important to note that
VIP movements at New Delhi
Railway Station are in very high
ratio and this newly raised sit-
uation may become a cause of
complaint

The report submitted to
the DRM Delhi Division office
through the Station Director of
New Delhi Railway Station,
further, remarked there is also
always possibility of the
unloaded parcel falling on
either side of the track, which
may create hindrance in train
operation. 

They have also given
reminder that the station in
past seen mishappenings due to
the mismanagement particu-
larly during festive occasions. 
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The Rajya Sabha on Monday
witnessed heated exchanges

between the Opposition and
the Treasury Benches for a
short while on the issue of
alleged misuse of investigating
agencies like the Enforcement
Directorate (ED)against
Opposition leaders.

Rajya Sabha Chairman
Jagdeep Dhankhar cautioned
the MPs that they should not
make unsubstantiated remarks
as that can tantamount to
breach of privilege of the House
adding MPs should refrain
from making sweeping state-
ments.

This observation came
after Sanjay Singh (AAP)
alleged the government was
misusing investigative agen-
cies to target opposition lead-
ers. He said in the past eight
years, the ED conducted 3,000
raids on the opposition leaders
but only 23 persons could be
convicted.

Some members from the
treasury benches objected to
the remarks, prompting the
Chair to intervene. Dhankhar
said anything being spoken in
the House has to be precise and
with sanctity and ownership.

He said "We cannot allow
any member to give out facts

that are not substantiated and
that constitute a very serious
breach of privilege. I am very
particular about it..." Dhankhar
also said a newspaper report or
an opinion given by someone
has absolutely no consequence.
He said legally admissible doc-
umentation must be the
premise of making an allega-
tion in the House.

Congress President and
Leader of Opposition
Mallikarjun Kharge said mem-
bers use information provided

in replies to parliament ques-
tions, media reports, and also
statements made by the Prime
Minister outside the House.
Brushing aside the Opposition
charges, Leader of the House
Piyush Goyal said the claim
made in the House that 3,000
raids have been made on polit-
ical people is completely erro-
neous and without any sub-
stance.

Goyal said there is a special
directive from the court that
action should be taken against
MPs and MLAs who are found
to be culpable in economic or
other offences.

Continuing his Zero Hour
mention, Sanjay Singh alleged
the government was not taking
action against offenders like
Nirav Modi, Vijay Mallya, Lalit
Modi and Reddy brothers, but
put Sanjay Raut (Shiv Sena MP)
and Satyendra Jain (Delhi
Government minister) in jail. 
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The Parliament on Monday
passed a  Bill seeking to

mandate the use of non-fossil
energy sources such as biomass,
ethanol and green hydrogen.

Lok Sabha had passed the
Energy Conservation
(Amendment) Bill, 2022  in the
previous session in August this
year, while Rajya Sabha cleared
by voice vote  the legislation on
Monday.

The Bill provides for penal-
ties for violations by industri-
al units or vessels, and on
manufacturers if a vehicle fails
to comply with fuel consump-
tion norms. The amendments
also seek to promote renewable
energy and the development of
a domestic carbon market to
battle climate change.  The bill

is also aimed at helping the
country achieve its interna-
tional commitments on cli-
mate change. It aims to intro-
duce new concepts such as car-
bon trading and mandate the
use of non-fossil sources to
ensure faster decarbonisation
of the Indian economy and
help achieve sustainable devel-
opment goals in line with the
Paris Agreement.

Opposition members
picked holes in the Energy
Conservation (Amendment)
Bill, 2022, saying it encroach-
es upon the jurisdiction of the
Environment Ministry and the
government should have
brought the legislation after
consultation through a stand-
ing committee of Parliament.
The Bill was introduced in the
Rajya Sabha for passage on
December 8, 2022 by Power

Minister R K Singh. Replying
to a debate on the bill, Singh
said the bill is environment
friendly and will allow carbon
trading in the country. 

"For the government, the
environment is precious and
will take all steps for that," he
said, adding India has now
become a leader in the energy
transition. Currently 24 per
cent of the energy consumption
is from the housing sector and
the government has targeted
only the big commercial estab-
lishments having a load capac-
ity of 100KW, he said. However,
he added the state govern-
ment has been given the liber-
ty to reduce the building load
up to 50KW.

"We are also expanding
the concept of green building.
We are making it more sus-
tainable. Earlier, it has energy

efficiency and we are also
adding the concept of renew-
able energy in this," he said.
Taking part in the discussion
on the Bill, P Wilson (DMK)
said, "If observed accurately, the
proposed Bill majorly con-
cerns the environmental
aspects which fall to the exper-
tise of the Ministry of
Environment, Forest and
Climate Change." 

“By making the Ministry of
Power as the nodal agency, he
said, the Bill "is acting without
jurisdiction and usurping the
power of the Ministry of
Environment, Forest and
Climate Change." 

While Sandeep Kumar
Pathak (AAP) also pointed out
that while it is a "futuristic Bill",
it has many issues which need-
ed to be addressed, Manoj
Kumar Jha (RJD) said there is

a domain conflict and the Bill
would have been better than its
present form had it been intro-
duced after taking wider inputs
through consultation with a
Parliamentary Standing
Committee.

Shaktisinh Gohil
(Congress) said had the Bill
had gone to the standing com-
mittee, it would have been
much better. Binoy Viswam
(CPI) urged the government to
refer the Bill to a Parliamentary
Standing Committee, arguing
that it needs to be improved
with several changes.

Priyanka Chaturvedi of the
Shiv Sena said it is the "need of
the hour that we look towards
energy conservation and ener-
gy efficiency". However, she
suggested the jurisdiction
should be done through an
inter-ministerial group.
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India and Sri Lanka will
review the entire gamut of

their Defence ties during the
four-day visit of Navy chief
Admiral Kumar to Colombo
starting Tuesday. 

The visit comes at a time
when Chinese spy vessels are
making increasing forays in the
strategically important Indian
Ocean region. 

One such spy  ship recent-
ly docked at a Lankan port
leading to protest by India.
Giving details of the Navy
chief ’s visit, officials said here
on Monday Kumar will under-
take interactions with senior
political and Defence leader-
ship of Sri Lanka. 

He will also be visiting
other Defence establishments
of the Sri Lanka Armed Forces
and review progress of various
bilateral Defence cooperation
activities. He has been invited
as the chief guest and
Reviewing Officer for the
Commissioning Parade at the
Naval and Maritime Academy
(NMA), Trincomalee, sched-
uled on December 15. 

The Indian Navy regular-
ly interacts with the Sri Lanka
Navy through the medium of
annual Staff Talks and pursues
several operational engage-
ments at regular frequency.

The Indian Navy also sup-
ports capacity building mea-
sures of Sri Lanka Navy such as
provision of naval platforms,
including indigenously con-
structed Offshore Patrol Vessels
(OPVs) and Dornier aircraft of
Indian Navy deployed to Sri
Lanka since August 2022. 
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India and Canada on Monday
reviewed the entire spec-

trum of their bilateral ties with
the  focus on possible areas of
cooperation between the two
countries in the Indo-Pacific in
the backdrop of China adopt-
ing an aggressive stance there.

External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar and his Canadian
counterpart Melanie Joly dis-
cussed these issues in a tele-
phonic conversation. 

The telephonic conversa-
tion took place two weeks after
Canada came out with a com-
prehensive strategy for the
Indo-Pacific that aimed to pro-
mote peace, resilience and
security while listing chal-
lenges emanating from China's
aggressive behaviour in the
region. "Good to talk to
Canadian FM @melaniejoly.

Spoke about enhancing our
bilateral cooperation and pro-
moting people to people ties. 

Also exchanged views on
the Indo-Pacific and how
Canada's new strategy can con-
tribute to our relationship,"
Jaishankar tweeted.

Canada's Indo-Pacific
strategy also listed India as a
key player in the region and
said Ottawa will focus on
expanding economic engage-
ment with New Delhi includ-
ing through deeper trade and
investment, as well as cooper-
ating on building resilient sup-
ply chains "India's strategic
importance and leadership —
both across region and global-
ly — will only increase as
India, the world's biggest
democracy, becomes the most
populous country in the world
and continues to grow its econ-
omy," the Canadian policy
mentioned.
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Adiverse range of issues
including a demand for

phasing out Rs 2,000 rupee cur-
rency note to check hoarding
and money laundering, com-
pensation for revenue loss to
states after introduction of the
Goods and Services
Tax(GST)and situation in the
Jamia Milia Islamia University
figured prominently in the
Rajya Sabha on Monday.

Raising the issue of Rs
2,000 notes, Sushil Kumar
Modi(BJP )said, it should be
phased out over a period of two
years adding many advanced
countries do not have curren-
cy notes of such a high denom-

ination. 
He said 2,000 rupee notes

have vanished from most
ATMs in the country and there
are rumours that they may not
be legal tender soon. "The gov-
ernment has to clarify on this,"
the BJP leader said, adding the
Reserve Bank of India(RBI)
stopped printing the 2,000
rupee currency notes 3 years
back. 

The 2,000 rupee currency
note along with a new 500
rupee note was introduced
when the government
overnight demonetised old 500
and 1000 rupee notes.

"There was no logic of
bringing a 2,000 rupee note
when 1,000 rupee note circu-
lation was stopped," Sushil

Modi said and went on to cite
examples of developed nations
that do not have currency
notes of higher denomination.
He said 2,000 rupee notes are
being hoarded and are often
used in illegal trades such as
drugs, and money laundering. 

The 2,000 rupee note - the
highest currency denomination
in the country - has become
synonymous with black money,
he said. 

Elamaram Kareen (CPM)
sought an extension of the
compensation paid to states for
revenue lost from the imple-
mentation of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) for anoth-
er five years. Kareem said
Covid led to a substantial slow-
down in the economy.
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The growing  ties between
India and the United Arab

Emirates (UAE)  have seen a
“veritable transformation” after
a landmark trade deal, External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar
said on Monday.

India and the UAE signed
UAE-India Comprehensive
Economic Partnership
Agreement (CEPA) in
February this year.  The UAE
is today India's third  largest
trade partner. It is India's 2nd
largest export market. He also
said both the countries want to
use this relationship to shape
the changing world. A defining
decision of this transformation
is signing of the bilateral trade

pact which led to such effective
results and speaks volumes for
bilateral relationship, the min-
ister added.  "The fact that we
were able to conclude the com-
prehensive economic coopera-
tion agreement so quickly and
has led to such effective results
thereafter, speaks really vol-
umes for the relationship.  

We're now moving into
new areas," he said while deliv-
ering keynote address at India
Global Forum and panel dis-
cussion – India-UAE: Partners
for Global Impact in Abu
Dhabi. "Today, our discussions
are about space, education,
artificial intelligence, health
and startups.  The old, tradi-
tional energy trade investments
continue, but a new agenda is
also coming into being,"
Jaishankar said."
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On the lines of Bharat Jodo
Yatra, the Bihar Congress

on Monday announced to hold
a 1000 km `Bihar Yatra’ from
this month end. Congress pres-
ident Mallikarjun Kharge and
former chief Rahul Gandhi
will also briefly join the yatra.

Assam and Odisha are
already doing its part of State
Yatra while a Porbandar to
Itanagar yatra has been planned
for  next year.

The Politically sensitive
state of Bihar will get an oppor-
tunity to witness two yatras
simultaneously. The first one is
by  poll strategist and former
JDU leader Prashant Kishor
which started on October 2.

Addressing his inaugural
Press conference upon being
appointed as the BPCC presi-
dent, Rajya Sabha MP Akhilesh
Prasad Singh said Kharge has
already accepted the invitation
to address the rally at Banka,
where the state-wide yatra will
take off on December 28. 

Others present at the press
briefing included outgoing
BPCC president Madan Mohan
Jha, CLP leader Ajeet Sharma
and AICC secretary and MLA
Shakil Ahmed Khan. “When
the yatra reaches Patna, a huge
rally will be organised which
will be addressed by either
former chief Sonia Gandhi or
party’s general secretary

Priyanka Gandhi, depending
upon their respective avail-
ability,” Singh said. He said
Rahul Gandhi, “will definitely
be at the public meeting in
Gaya where the yatra is sched-
uled to conclude. By that time
he will be through with the
Bharat Jodo Yatra”.

The new Bihar Congress
president also said that his
party was not satisfied with
only one cabinet berth in the
Nitish Kumar government and
he would be meeting the chief
minister soon to press for
more. 

He also said that there was
a need for a “coordination

committee” in the ruling
“Mahagathbandhan” and
claimed, “had there been bet-
ter coordination among allies,
we would not have lost Kurhani
assembly by-poll”. 

“When we demand a coor-
dination committee, we are
not challenging the wisdom of
the Chief Minister who is the
leader of the
Mahagathbandhan in Bihar.  

We are only pointing out to
his initiative when the Grand
Alliance was first formed in
2015 and he used to meet even
district-level office bearers of
the RJD and the Congress”,
added Singh. 
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External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar will be visiting

New York to preside over two
High-Level Ministerial signa-
ture events of India’s ongoing
Presidency of the UN Security
Council on December 14 and
15. The High-Level Ministerial
Open Debate on December 14
is on the theme of "New
Orientation for Reformed
Multilateralism” [NORMS] and
the High-Level Briefing on
December 15 is on "Global
Approach to Counter Terrorism
- Challenges and Way Forward”.
Both these themes have been
key priorities for India during its
current tenure at the UN
Security Council, the ministry

of external affairs said here on
Monday. The primary focus of
Open Debate on Reformed
Multilateralism is to encourage
all Member States to seriously
address pressing need for
reforms in global governance
multilateral architecture, includ-
ing long-standing reforms of the
UN Security Council. The
meeting will also witness brief-
ings by Secretary General of the
United Nations and President of
77th UN General Assembly.
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The Supreme Court on
Monday asked the sessions

court judge to specify the ten-
tative time schedule for com-
pletion of the trial involving
Union Minister Ajay Kumar
Mishra's son Ashish and 12
others for murder and related
offences in the case of mowing
down of protesting farmers in
October 2021 in Lakhimpur
Kheri.  

The top court also asked
the Uttar Pradesh
Government, which opposed
the bail plea of Ashish Mishra
terming the offence as "grave",
to file an affidavit with regard
to the status of the second case
filed over the killing of three
occupants of the SUV, which
allegedly mowed down the
farmers. 

A bench of Justices Surya
Kant and Krishna Murari, said
it needs to balance the interest
of all the parties including the
accused, the victims and soci-
ety at large.  

"We have to see that the
accused, who is inside the jail
for over one year, also has
rights. Now the charge sheet
has been filed and charges
have been framed. The victims
and witnesses also have their

rights. Even society also has
interest in the case. Now, we
have to balance all the rights in
the case," it said.  

The bench also asked the
Additional District and
Sessions judge hearing the sec-
ond case related to the killing
of the occupants of the car, to
consider the desirability of
framing charges. It posted the
matter for further hearing on
January 11. 

On December 6, the trial
court had framed charges
Ashish and 12 others for mur-
der, criminal conspiracy and
related offences in the case of
mowing down of protesting
farmers in October 2021 in
Lakhimpur Kheri, paving the
way for the start of the trial. 

A total of 13 accused,
including Ashish Mishra, have
been charged under IPC sec-
tions 147 and 148 related to
rioting, 149 (unlawful assem-
bly), 302 (murder), 307
(attempt to murder), 326 (vol-
untarily causing grievous hurt
by dangerous weapons or
means), 427 (mischief) and
120B (punishment for criminal
conspiracy), and section 177 of
the Motor Vehicle Act. 

Ashish Mishra, son of
Union Minister of State for
Home Ajay Kumar Mishra, is
the main accused in the case.
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The University Grants
Commission on Monday

notified the curriculum and
credit framework for under-
graduate programmes which
will provide students with mul-
tiple options for entry and
exit, a choice between single
major and double major and
interdisciplinary choices of
subjects. The framework has
been developed by revising
the existing Choice Based
Credit System.

According to the pro-
gramme, students will only be
able to pursue a four-year hon-
ours degree rather than a three-
year course like the present.
Honours degrees will also be
offered in two categories --
honours and honours with
research."

A four-year UG Honours
degree in the major discipline
will be awarded to those who
complete a four-year degree

programme with 160 credits
and have satisfied the credit
requirement. 

Whereas students who
secure 75 per cent marks and
above in the first six semesters
and wish to undertake research
at the undergraduate level can
choose a research stream in the
fourth year," the notification
said. "They should do a
research project or dissertation
under the guidance of a facul-
ty member of the university or
college. 

The research project and
dissertation will be in the major
discipline. The students who
secure 160 credits, including 12
credits from a research project
and dissertation, will be award-

ed UG degree (honours with
research)," it said. Currently,
students get an honours degree
after completing three years of
undergraduate programmes. 

The Curriculum and
Credit Framework for
Undergraduate Programmes
also allows multiple entry and
exit options for students. If they
leave before three years, they
will be allowed to rejoin with-
in three years of their exit and
will have to complete their
degree within a stipulated peri-
od of seven years. 

"Students who opt to exit
after completion of the first
year and have secured 40 cred-
its will be awarded a UG cer-
tificate if, in addition, they
complete one vocational course
of four credits during the sum-
mer vacation of the first year. 

These students are allowed
to re-enter the degree pro-
gramme within three years
and complete the degree pro-
gramme within the stipulated
maximum period of seven

years.  "Students who opt to exit
after completion of the second
year and have secured 80 cred-
its will be awarded the UG
diploma if, in addition, they
complete one vocational course
of four credits during the sum-
mer vacation of the second
year.  

These students are allowed
to re-enter within a period of
three years and complete the
degree programme within the
maximum period of seven
years," it said. 

In the case of students
pursuing a multidisciplinary
programme, the credits to core
courses will be distributed
among broad disciplines such
as life sciences, physical sci-
ences, mathematical and com-
puter sciences, data analysis,
social sciences and humanities.

"For example, a student
who opts for a UG program in
life sciences will have the total
credits to core courses distrib-
uted across botany, zoology and
human biology disciplines. 
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Attacking  the government
on Monday over its sup-

plementary demands, the
Congress  said  its “fondness
for grand announcements and
flashy statements”  are
“destroying foundation of
everything good and noble in
old india” as the ruling party
retorted  back sharply

Policies of the previous
UPA governments had led to
the bad state of economy
which the BJP inherited, BJP
MP Nishikant Dubey said.

During a discussion in
Lok Sabha on the supplemen-
tary demands for excess grants
for 2019-20, Congress leader
Shashi Tharoor accused the
government of not addressing
the root cause of issues but
choosing to use SOPs as a tem-
porary solution. "Throwing
SOPs because you failed to
address the underlying prob-
lem is no solution at all," he
said.

"I am sorry to say that the
underlined budget that this
government presented in
union budget 2022-23 and
supplementary grant is a story
of failures, a fondness for
grand announcements and
flashy statements are destroy-
ing the foundation of every-
thing good and noble in old
India. 

“We will not oppose these
demands because the country
needs them and more but we
deplore the needless rigmarole
that brought us to this point,"
he said. He said more than 95
per cent of houses enrolled
under the Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment

Guarantee Act have not got
100 days of work.  "And you,
finance minister, chose to offer
token additional funds," he
said. Tharoor also said  con-
sistent reduction in allocation
in rural development and
social security schemes. "If
China took two inches of land
we would be up in arms that
they have taken mother India's
territory.

Here the sea has taken 64
sq km of territory in my con-
stituency and no one is both-
ered...The government is not
even looking into offering a
special economic package for
the coastal community," the
Thiruvananthapuram MP
said.

He regretted  that the
healthcare sector has been
consistently underfunded and
barely features in supplemen-
tary demands for funds. "Aam
aadmi expenditure is what is
sustaining the healthcare busi-
ness in our country," he said.
He said the fuel prices are kept
unchanged before assembly
elections and then increased. 

"It is clear that oil market-
ing companies have to bear
brunt to suit government's
political convenient. This will
ultimately cost taxpayers," he
said.

In his riposte  BJP MP
Dubey  stated how policies of
the previous UPA govern-
ments had led to the bad state
of economy which BJP inher-
ited. Accusing the Congress
governments of pursuing
"votebank politics and politics
of lies", Dubey congratulated
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman for the action
taken to revive Air India.
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Atotal of 1,179 Bru militants
belonging to two outfits

surrendered in Assam's
Hailakandi district and laid
down 350 firearms on Monday,
police said.

Additional Director
General of Police (Special
Branch) Hiren Chandra Nath
said that insurgents who sur-
rendered belonged to the
United Democratic Liberation
Front of Barak Valley (UDLF-
BV) and Bru Revolutionary
Army of Union (BRAU).

The two outfits that were
active mostly in areas along the
Assam-Mizoram border laid
down AK series rifles, M16
rifles and other firearms
besides over 400 cartridges.

Altogether 634 members of
BRAU, led by Rajesh Charki,
and 545 UDLF-BV militants,
headed by Dhanyaram Reang,
surrendered during the day,
Nath said.

"The peace process with
these two groups had been

underway since 2017. There
were some differences, but
under the guidance of Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma, we could convince
them to come to the negotiat-
ing table."

"Other formalities and
rehabilitation process will begin
soon. We will take the process
forward in such a manner that
no new militant group is
formed in the area in future,"
the senior police officer said.

The militants, who were
already in ceasefire with secu-
rity forces, formally laid down
their arms before Assam
Assembly Speaker Biswajit
Daimary and Water Resources
Minister Pijush Hazarika.

Talking to reporters after
the ceremony, Daimary said,
"The government will be ade-
quately addressing their con-
cerns and provide them with
funds for development. I also
urge all other youth who are
still in armed groups to abjure
violence."

Hazarika said that the sur-

rendered militants raised most-
ly developmental issues and the
government will ensure that the
genuine demands are met.

BRAU 'commander-in-
chief ' Charki said that they are
happy to come overground
and reiterated the demand for
an autonomous economic
council for the Bru communi-
ty.

He claimed that most Bru-
inhabited villages near the
Assam-Mizoram border areas
are yet to see development
and sought schemes from the
government for the betterment

of these areas.
The BRAU also submitted

a charter of demands addressed
to the chief minister, seeking
land for the community under
the Forest Rights Act, 2006, and
Scheduled Tribe (Plain) status
in the state.

Their other demands
include government jobs for
the youth of the Bru commu-
nity and developmental works
such as electrification and con-
struction of roads, schools and
hospitals in the area predomi-
nantly inhabited by the com-
munity.
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The Nationalist Congress
Party (NCP) on Monday

demanded immediate with-
drawal of vehicles procured
under the Nirbhaya Fund and
deployed for security of legis-
lators from the Shiv Sena fac-
tion led by Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde.

The Opposition party said
these vehicles should be given
back to the Nirbhaya Squad, a
dedicated force formed to put a
stop to various crimes perpet-
uated against women and girls.

The Sharad Pawar-led party
has written a letter to the direc-
tor general of Maharashtra
police about the demand.

A police official had on
Sunday claimed some of the
vehicles procured by the
Mumbai police earlier this year
with money from the Nirbhaya
Fund were being used for pro-
viding Y-plus security to MLAs
and MPs of the Shiv Sena fac-
tion led by the chief minister.

"The Nirbhaya Fund was

created to enable the police
machinery to effectively deal
with issues relating to the safe-
ty of women in the state.
Diverting vehicles meant for
women's safety and pressing
them in the service for pro-
tecting MLAs supporting the
government is clearly violative
of the Nirbhaya Scheme," state
NCP chief spokesperson
Mahesh Tapase wrote in the let-
ter.

In June this year, the city
police procured 220 Boleros, 35
Ertigas, 313 Pulsar motorcycles
and 200 Activa two-wheelers
using the Rs 30 crore corpus that
it had received under the
Nirbhaya Fund.
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Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on

Monday commenced her
three-day visit of Meghalaya,
where she would hold organ-
isational meetings with the
Trinamool Congress func-
tionaries ahead of the next
year’s Assembly elections.

Banerjee is accompanied
by her nephew and Trinamool
Congress national general sec-
retary Abhishek Banerjee.

Banerjee, who is sched-
uled to address a party work-
ers’ convention on Tuesday at
the State central library in
Shillong, is expected to brief
the local leaders about the
TMC’s electoral strategy.

The Chief Minister is also
likely to visit Tripura subse-
quently. Both the North-east-
ern States will go to polls
early next year.

“Our party supremo has
come to Meghalaya and will be
talking to the foot soldiers who
are looking forward to take
guidance from her… under
her leadership we are confi-
dant of coming to power next

year,” former State Chief
Minister Mukul Sangma said.

Sangma and 11 other
MLAs  had broken ties with
the Congress last year and
joined the TMC.

“The TMC became the
principal opposition party
after Mr Sangma and 11 other
MLAs joined it … but the mat-
ter of fact is they still remain
legislators who were elected on
Congress ticket … so the next
year’s elections will be crucial
for Mamata Banerjee and the
TMC because they will be
required to prove their accep-
tance in the public,” a senior
Congress leader said.
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In an apparent climbdown
from his earlier posture that

political dhamakas (bang)
would take place on December
12, 14, and 21,  Bengal
Opposition Leader Suvendu
Adhikari’s from a Monday rally
clarified his statement saying he
never meant that the Mamata
Banerjee Government would
be pulled down or for that mat-
ter the BJP would engineer
defections in the Trinamool
Congress.

“Whatever I said was my
personal reading of the situa-
tion and my party does not
support the idea of toppling
governments … By dhamaka I
meant gradual unfolding of
events that may see its senior
leaders going to jail or the
Government getting forced to
clear the DA to the
Government employees cough-
ing up,  in that event, Rs 23,000

crore in one go,” Adhikari said.
The Opposition Leader

however, insisted that the to9p
TMC leadership including the
Bhaipo (apparently Abhishek
Banerjee) would go to jail
soon. “After chit fund the
biggest scam that the State has
seen is the coal scam worth Rs
2,400 crore … the Bhaipo has
extracted Rs 1,000 crore out of
it … just wait and see what hap-
pens in the coming months …
he has to go to jail,” Adhikari
said.

Besides, the State
Government would also be in
jeopardy if the Supreme Court
ordered the payment of DA to
the state employees. The hear-
ing to this effect is pending
with the Apex Court. “If the SC
asks the Government to clear
the DA of the employees and
the pensioners then the
Government will have to cough
up Rs 23,000 crore in one go …
then how will they run their

populist schemes,” the Adhikari
a former pointsman of Mamata
Banerjee --- who had joined the
saffron outfit weeks ahead of
the last year’s Assembly elec-
tions --- said.

Back to the Dhamaka issue.
Both Adhikari and State BJP
president Sukanta Majumdar
had generated quite a curiosi-
ty among the people over their
Dhamaka calls.

While Adhikari had
repeatedly told in public meet-
ings that “December is the
deadline for the TMC and the
Government will not last
beyond that … its time has
come to an end,” Majumdar
had said that December will see
the end of the Pishi-Bhaipo
(read the Chief Minister and
her nephew Abhishek
Banerjee) government.

The two top leaders’ state-
ments were further buttressed
by cine star Mithun
Chakrabarty’s comments.

Chakrabarty during his visit to
Bengal recently said at least two
dozen TMC leaders and MLAs
were in touch with him and
they could dump the party any
day.

Even on Saturday when
Adhikari was asked about the
suggested Dhamaka he said
“watch out for three dates of 12,
14 and 21 December … I will
not speak beyond that.”

While one section of polit-
ical experts predicted either

repetition of what they called
Maharashtra or Madhya
Pradesh like “Operation Lotus”
through a mass defection to the
BJP, others felt some senior
TMC politicians could be
arrested by the ED.

It was the second statement
that led to a political hullabaloo
even as senior politicians won-
dered how the BJP leaders
were getting information of
likely arrests of TMC leaders in
advance.
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Supreme Court of India on
Tuesday will resume hearing

in a case that will have a far-
reaching impact on the power
supply to 25 million citizens in
the national Capital.

In the last hearing on
September 28, the court had
restrained Delhi power utilities
(IPGCL, PPCL and DTL) from
disconnecting power-supply to
BSES and ordered them to
maintain status quo till further
orders.

The case will see India’s
highest ranked legal officer
(Attorney General of India)
and the second highest
(Solicitor General of India)
representing rival parties.

Delhi Government owned
IPGCL / PPCL have enlisted
the services of the Attorney
General of India. He will be
representing the Delhi Gencos

in the on-going payment dis-
pute with two-Delhi discoms’.

On the other hand, the
Solicitor General of India is
representing the Ministry of
Power, which is a party in the
case.

The case in question goes
back to 2014 when Gencos,
including Delhi Gencos, had
threatened to cut BSES power
supply for non-payment. BSES
had moved the apex court,
arguing that it was unable to

pay in full because the tariffs set
by the Delhi power regulator
did not cover the costs fully.

SC by its two orders —
March 26, 2014 and May 12,
2016 regarding payment of
current dues had granted pro-
tection to the Discoms against
any coercive action. The Court
had allowed the discoms to pay
70% of the current dues.  These
actions of the Delhi Power
Utilities were in violation of
these orders.
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More than 13 months after
he was arrested by the

Enforcement Directorate (ED)
in a money laundering case, the
Bombay High Court on
Monday granted bail to
Maharashtra’s former Home
Minister Anil Deshmukh in an
alleged corruption case regis-
tered against him by the
Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI).

In a development that
came more than nine weeks
after he was granted bail in the
money laundering case, Justice
MS Karnik of the high court
granted Deshmukh bail against
a personal bond of Rs 1 lakh
along with sureties of like
amount and directed him to
cooperate with the investiga-
tions.

However, 72-year-old
Deshmukh will not walk out of
the jail immediately, as the
high court noted that the bail
order pronounced by him

would become effective only
after ten days.  

The rider to the bail order
came after the CBI sought a
stay on the effect of the bail
order to approach the Supreme
Court.  

Justice Karnik granted 10
days’ time to the CBI to facili-
tate it to challenge his order in
the Supreme Court.

Deshmukh had moved the
high court on October 27,
three weeks after the HC grant-
ed him bail in the money laun-
dering case on October 4.

Deshmukh is being inves-
tigated by the ED in a money
laundering casem, while he is
being prosecuted by the CBI in
an alleged corruption case..

Based on a case of corrup-
tion registered by the CBI,
Deshmukh was arrested by the
ED November 2, 2021 under
the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) on
charges of bribery, conspiracy
and misuse of office.

Simultaneously, the senior
NCP state leader is being inves-
tigated by the CBI in connec-
tion with a First Information
Report (FIR) registered by it on
April 24 section 7 of the
amended Prevention of
Corruption Act and section
120-b (conspiracy) of IPC for
an “attempt to obtain undue
advantage for important and
dishonest performance of the
public duty”. 

Appearing for Deshmukh,
senior Advocate Vikram
Chaudhari and Advocate
Aniket Nikam contended that
both cases were connected,
their client be granted bail in
the corruption case as he had
already been granted bail in the
money laundering case.

Chaudhari also told the

court that that the former min-
ister has spent over a year
behind the bar, for allegedly
committing an offence which
was punishable up to 7 years’
imprisonment. 

Chaudhari told the high
court that the former Mumbai
cop Sachin Waze – based on
whose evidence the
Prosecution had built its case
--had been made an approver
in CBI’s case. 

Opposing Deshmukh’s bail,
Additional Solicitor General
(ASG) Anil Singh --appearing
for CBI –told the court the for-
mer minister had been
involved in corruption of the
highest level that affected gov-
ernance in the state. 

Singh also contended that
bail granted in a money laun-
dering case could not be a
ground for granting bail in the
predicate offence involving
alleged corruption.

In his bail plea, Deshmukh
had stated that the CBI Court
had failed to consider the ’s
observations of the High Court

in its order granting bail to
Deshmukh in the alleged
money laundering case which
prima facie indicated that the
former minister might not be
ultimately not convicted.

Contending that the trial
court’s approach over reached
the order of the High Court
while granting bail to
Deshmukh in the money laun-
dering case, Deshmukh had
stated in his plea: “While it may
not be contended that the
order granting bail in PMLA
case would ipso facto bind the
trial court to grant bail in the
scheduled or predicate offence,
the findings recorded in the
order passed by the High Court
could not have been brushed
aside lightly”.

The CBI, which had regis-
tered a case against Deshmukh
on April 21, 2021 against
Deshmukh, filed a charge-
sheet against him,  his person-
al secretary Sanjeev Palande
and his personal assistant
Kundan Shinde on June 2,
2022.
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Hotel and lodge owners here
on Monday raised concern

over the loss of business over
the past several years and
demanded immediate restora-
tion of 'darbar move', a practice
under which the Government
functioned six months each in
Jammu and Srinagar.

The Lt Governor Manoj
Sinha-led administration
stopped the age-old practice in
June last year after moving to
e-office to ensure smooth func-
tioning of the Civil Secretariat
in the twin capitals in all the 12
months, thus saving Rs 200
crore per year on shifting of
offices.

"The business in Jammu
used to thrive before the start
of the direct train to Katra, the
base camp for the pilgrims vis-
iting Mata Vaishno Devi shrine
(in 2014). The COVID-19 out-
break and the government

decision to end the darbar
move has dealt a severe blow to
our business," President All
Jammu Hotels and Lodges'
Association Pawan Gupta told
reporters here.

He said the pilgrim traffic
to Vaishno Devi is expected to
cross 90 lakh this year but it has
no benefit for the business
community of Jammu which is
facing the worst situation as
only 10 to 15 percent of the pil-
grims visit Jammu city.

"The government should
deliberate and discuss the loss-
es being suffered by the busi-
ness community in Jammu
and take necessary measures
for our survival," he said.

Gupta said various gov-
ernment projects like Artificial
Lake and Mubarak Mandi her-
itage complex were tipped to
make Jammu an independent
tourism attraction but these
projects are moving at a snail's
pace.
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Gold seizures by enforce-
ment agencies hit a three-

year high of 3,083 kg in
November this year and Kerala
accounted for the maximum
cases of seizure, the   Lok Sabha
was informed on Monday. 

Gold seizures across the
country have gone up this year
when compared to 2,383 kg
seized in the 2021 calendar year
and 2,154 kg in 2020. In 2019,
3,673 kg of gold was seized. In
2022 (up to November),
3,083.61 kg of gold was seized
in 3,588 cases. 

In Kerala, 690 kg of the yel-
low metal was seized in 948
cases in 2022, up from 587 kg
in 2021 and 406 kg in 2020. In
2019, 725 kg was seized.
Besides Kerala, states which
account for high gold seizures
this year till November 2022 are

Maharashtra (474 kg in 484
cases), Tamil Nadu (440 kg in
809 cases) and West Bengal
(369 kg in 214 cases). 

Minister of State for
Finance Pankaj Chaudhary
said the Customs field forma-
tions and the Directorate of
Revenue Intelligence (DRI)
keep constant vigil and take
operational measures, such as
passenger profiling, risk-based
interdiction and targeting of
cargo consignments, non-
intrusive inspection, rummag-
ing of aircraft and coordination
with other agencies to deter

gold smuggling. 
Last week, addressing the

officers of the Directorate of
Revenue Intelligence, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said that smuggling of gold
"seems to have its own cycle"
irrespective of customs duty.
She had also asked the intelli-
gence officers to study if there
is a pattern and relationship
between imports and smug-
gling. 

In July, the import duty on
gold was hiked to 12.5 per cent
from 7.5 per cent to ease pres-
sure on the domestic currency
and dampen imports. Gold
imports rose 33 per cent to
USD 46.14 billion in 2021-22.
India is the world's second-
largest consumer of gold after
China. As per a DRI report, the
bulk of the precious yellow
metal seized by it in 2021-22
fiscal came from the bordering
nation Myanmar.
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Afoot march across Uttar
Pradesh by the Congress

in support of Rahul Gandhi's
Bharat Jodo Yatra was kicked
off in the Awadh zone on the
second day of the programme
on Monday. The march start-
ed from Charbagh after UP
Congress president Brijlal
Khabri and zonal president
Nakul Dubey garlanded the
statue of Babasaheb Dr
Bhimrao Ambedkar. 

Giving this information
here on Monday, Congress
spokesperson Krishnakant
Pandey said the march was
started by the Uttar Pradesh
Congress last Friday and it
would continue till Rahul
Gandhi's Bharat Jodo Yatra
enters Uttar Pradesh in the
beginning of next month.

Starting the yatra in
Lucknow, Khabri said that
Bharat Jodo Yatra was a sign
of change under the leader-

ship of Rahul Gandhi. He
said the march would high-
light rising unemployment,
recession in industrial trade,
increasing gap between rich
and poor, loot of resources,
back-breaking inf lation,
increasing suicides by unem-
ployed and farmers, commu-
nal hatred, plight of farmers in
a farmer-dominated country
as well as the state. 

“Today, change is the only
option by which the people of
the country can be united and
the atmosphere of hatred can
be ended,” he said.
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spite of good performance in domestic
cricket and IPL, a brilliant player like
Surya Kumar Yadav entered the nation-
al team very late. In my opinion, he
should have entered the national team
long back. Recently we witnessed fantas-
tic batting of Surya Kumar Yadav in T20s.
I opine that, had he been in the team from
the past few years, his extraordinary bat-
ting would have helped Indian team in
fetching some more wins. I hope the
BCCI and selectors would consider the
recent series as a lesson and select the
players for the team accordingly.

Dr Mejari Mallikarjuna | Chittoor 
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Sir — Though the Uniform Civil Code
(UCC) bill only envisages a collection
of laws to protect the personal rights of
all citizens belonging to different faiths
was proposed to be introduced twice
earlier but for various reasons could
not be moved. But BJP MP Kirori Lal
Meena firm this time introduced a pri-
vate member's bill in Rajya Sabha seek-
ing the enactment of a Uniform Civil
Code. Despite uproarious protests
from opposition and demands to with-
draw the bill, chairman of the Rajya
Sabha called for a voice vote and the
motion for introduction was passed in

its favour. The leader of the house
Piyush Goyal defending the right of
the member to move it as a legitimate
right of a member to raise an issue
which is a directive principle of the
constitution contended the subject be
debated instead of casting aspersions
on the government and criticising the
bill which prima facie aims to accord
equality. In fact, the opposition
terming UCC hurts 'Unity in Diversity'
even before the start of the debate and
going further to say that it would bring
rift in social life is not justified.
Moreover, the opposition instead of
taking cognisance the directive of the
framers of the constitution backing
UCC since its inception have only
visualised losing muslim votes if UCC
is implemented and coming to conclu-
sion is incorrect and unacceptable.
Further the contention of opposition
that once UCC comes into being, it
would further polarise the country is
unfounded. All in all, it also goes to
show that fear of losing muslim votes
and power matters more than their
welfare.

KR Srinivasan | Secunderabad
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Sir — Gujarat caretaker Chief Minister
Bhupendra Patel met Governor Acharya
Devvrat and staked a claim to form a gov-
ernment after he was elected as the leader
of the BJP Legislature Party, two days after
the party won a record mandate in the
State elections. Patel will be sworn in as
the 18th CM of the State at a function at
the Helipad ground near the new
Secretariat in Gandhinagar on December
12. He replaced Vijay Rupani in
September 2021 ahead of the Assembly
elections. BJP is playing its card close to
the chest in the political game. After win-
ning 156 of the 182 seats, BJP is making
a big push in Gujarat Assembly.
Opposition Congress and AAP lost their
trace in the bargain.

Jayanthi Subramaniam | Trichy
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Sir — With the emphatic win over
Bangladesh in the last ODI, at last the
Indian cricket lovers can heave a sigh of
relief, after miserable loss in the previous
two ODIs. I presume that the last ODI
match was the feast for the eyes for the
Indian cricket lovers due to several rea-
sons. Indian cricket fans are elated to see
the double century by Ishan Kishan and
also the 44th century in ODIs and 72nd
overall for Virat Kohli. With this double
century, Ishan Kishan created unbeliev-
able records like the first batsman to con-
vert his maiden century into double cen-
tury, the youngest batsman to score a
double century in ODIs. Also he creat-
ed the record of the fastest double cen-
tury in the ODIs eclipsing the record of
Chris Gayles’ double ton against
Zimbabwe. This proves that there is no
dearth for talent in Indian cricketers, but
sometimes the inappropriate team selec-
tions disappoint with undesirable results.

Whether it is ODI or T20 or Test
series, the talented players, who can deliv-
er and perform consistently, should be
given chances, otherwise the talent would
go in vain and the team may face unde-
sirable and unfavorable results like the
loss in the recent series. For instance, in
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the latter must supply aid
without any delay to help the
emerging economies both
adapt to and mitigate the
effects of climate change.
Goals as set in COP27 must
be achieved on ground and a
framework for that should be
spelt out in 2023 by the G20
nations.

The summit must also
give a push to the UN’s SDG
goals which talk about edu-
cation, health, gender equal-
ity, zero hunger, affordable
and clean energy in a planned
manner and the developed
countries must provide
required aid for the same. The
pandemic plunged a lot of
people into poverty with
many children dropping out
of schools and people losing
their jobs. Basic necessities
like education, food, health-
care continue to be elusive to
millions of people across the
world. A 'Joint Research
Platform' should be estab-
lished with top scientists on
its board to research on food
productivity, global health
care and ways to mitigate the
adverse impacts of climate
change. This research plat-
form could have various cen-
ters of excellence. Joint
research must be also con-
ducted in the fields of space
technology, renewable ener-

gy and on ways to arrest the
effects of natural disaster.

All nations of G20, keep-
ing their geo-political consid-
erations aside, must realise
that terrorism is a curse for
humanity. Hence, they must
in all earnestness build a
roadmap to identify organi-
sations indulging in terrorism
and isolate them to build a
just and safe environment.

Draconian regimes, like
Taliban, are a reminder for
humanity as to how funda-
mentalism is a curse and the
biggest impediment towards
gender equality. G20 nations
must endeavor to involve the
International court of justice
to ensure justice for all vic-
tims, mostly women and the
minorities. It is also incum-
bent upon the G20 nations to
financially isolate such
regimes. India’s own progress
can dole out a lot of inspira-
tion and zeal to world lead-
ers to emulate and make
their own nations more dig-
itally savvy. For instance, UPI
and Aadhar have been a
game-changer in India in the
last few years. While technol-
ogy is a boon indeed if used
in the right manner, the
growing cyber crime
instances like ransomware
attacks, identity frauds, theft
of financial data are rising

and need to be curbed. It has
affected innocent citizens
across the globe and at the
summit, a consensus must be
reached as to how to take
action against cyber crimi-
nals. 

The relations between
many powerful economies
are at rock bottom as seen in
recent times. The NATO and
China's discord over Taiwan,
India and China's hostile
relations due to standoff at
LAC in the past, Russia and
western nations’ ongoing tiff
over war in Ukraine — all of
these can pose a hurdle in
meaningful collaboration and
cooperation among nations at
the G20 summit. Hope, har-
mony and the power of heal-
ing are the three H to deal
with the global challenges. A
focus on developing countries
and the Global south seems
to be the only way forward.
How India steers through all
these challenges, brings
nations together for a greater
good while maintaining
diplomatic ties remains to be
seen.

(The author keenly fol-
lows news pertaining to

women's rights & writes to
shape opinion on social and

environmental issues.The
views expreseed are 

personal)
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The motto of the G20
summit - ‘One Earth,
One Family and One
Future’ — is indeed
quite thoughtful. It

calls for global citizenry to align
their priorities to lead a lifestyle
that proves healing for the plan-
et, world leaders to strive for
peaceful and harmonious rela-
tions with other countries and
humanity to hope for a bright
future. An understanding has to
be arrived at that it’s about time
that nations understood that
there’s no scope for war or con-
flict, and rather how all must
strive towards a global society
that provides equal opportuni-
ty to all. This is an era where
focus should be on eradication
of poverty, hunger and disease;
an era to bridge gaps rather than
strengthen boundaries.

With respect to agendas in
the G20 summit in 2023, India
has its task cut out. There will
indeed be many challenges that
India will have to manoeuvre
through, however, this is an
opportunity for the nation to be
the guiding light to a group of 19
powerful nations and EU on
global issues like climate action,
digital divide, disruption of sup-
ply of food, fuel and fertilisers,
terrorism, corruption and so on.
We have seen how the ongoing
war between Russia and Ukraine
has led to shortages of food, fuel
and fertilizer due to disruption
in the supply chain. Due to this
many economies world over are
facing the brunt of it. This has
led to major humanitarian crises
over food and energy security.
The war must end while India is
the President of G20 summit
and consensus must be built
around depoliticisation of ongo-
ing tensions between the two
warring nations.

Climate action is another big
issue around which a sense of
urgency needs to be further
built. In terms of accountabili-
ty and transparency, a lot needs
to be done to ensure timely
action. A feeling of oneness,
inclusivity and ‘we are in this
boat together’ attitude must
dawn on both developing and
developed nations alike. While
the former must cut down on its
carbon emissions drastically,
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT

According to various
studies, around 2.25
million individuals are

living with cancer and it con-
tributes to approximately
eight per cent of the total
deaths in India.

The breast cancer inci-
dence rate is more in women
after 45 years of age. However,
approximately 10 per cent of
breast cancer cases are seen in
younger women under 45
years of age.

There are several risk fac-
tors for breast cancer, as epi-
demiological studies have
attributed it to early
menopause, alcohol and
tobacco, exposure to radia-
tion, obesity or decreased
physical activity, urbanization
and sedentary lifestyle, high
fat diet and frequent sponta-
neous miscarriages. Lack of

breast-feeding, hormone
replacement therapy, ageing,
socio-economic conditions,
and last but not the least, fam-
ily history of breast cancer or
other cancers can also be
reasons.

However, among the risk
factors for breast cancer, fam-
ily history is the most impor-
tant. According to studies, the
genetic or hereditary risk
factor is responsible for 5-10
per cent of all breast cancer
cases and up to one third of
all early-onset breast cancer.
Studies have found that
hereditary breast cancer is
characterized by early-onset
disease, more chances of
involving both the breast 
and high risk with ovarian
cancer.

In fact, germ-line muta-
tions in BRCA1 and BRCA2

genes are the most important
of genetic and hereditary fac-
tors for breast and ovarian
cancers. These genes are the
strongest susceptibility genes
for breast cancer. Normally,
the BRCA1 and BRCA2
genes protect us from getting
certain cancers. But some
mutations in the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes prevent them
from working properly, so
that if someone inherits 
one of these mutations, 
they are more likely to get
breast, ovarian, and other
cancers.

However, one must
understand that not everyone
who inherits a BRCA1 or
BRCA2 mutation will get
breast or ovarian cancer.
Everyone has two copies of
the BRCA1 and BRCA2
genes, one copy inherited

from their mother and one
from their father.

Even if a person inherits
a BRCA1 or BRCA2 muta-
tion from one parent, they
still have the normal copy of
the BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene
from the other parent. Cancer
occurs when a second muta-
tion happens that affects the
normal copy of the gene, so
that the person no longer has
a BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene that
works properly.

Unlike the inherited
BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation,
the second mutation would
not be present throughout the
person’s body, but would only
be present in the cancer tis-
sue. In fact, genetic counsel-
ing before testing for hered-
itary breast and ovarian can-
cer is important to determine
if there is enough mutation

that it is worth testing.
Usually, genetic testing is rec-
ommended if you have a
strong family health history of
breast and ovarian cancer or
a known BRCA1, BRCA2, or
other inherited mutation in
your family. Genetic testing
for hereditary breast and
ovarian cancer looks for
mutations in the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes. There are sev-
eral treatment options for
women with BRCA1/BRCA2
mutations. Several medical
options are available for man-
aging breast and ovarian can-
cer risk in women who have
BRCA1 or BRCA2 muta-
tions, but who have not yet
had breast or ovarian cancer
themselves.

These options have risks
and benefits, and you should
discuss them with a doctor

knowledgeable about medical
management for women with
BRCA1 or BRCA2 muta-
tions. The most effective
option for preventing cancer
is surgery to remove the
breasts (mastectomy) and
ovaries and fallopian tubes
(salpingo-oophorectomy).
Other available options may
reduce the chance of develop-
ing cancer or improve the
likelihood of detecting it ear-
lier, but the effectiveness of
these options is less certain.
One may take medications to
lower the chance of develop-
ing breast or ovarian cancer
or plan yearly screening with
mammogram and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI),
possibly starting at a younger
age.

Clinical breast exams,
starting at a younger age and

done more frequently, screen-
ing for ovarian cancer with
transvaginal ultrasound and
CA-125 blood tests, engaging
in healthy behaviours such as
keeping a healthy weight and
exercising regularly and self-
breast examination and let-
ting your doctor know right
away if you notice any
changes are some of the eas-
ily available methods to detect
the disease.

Effective treatments are
available for women at risk for
hereditary breast and ovari-
an cancer that can make
them less likely to get these
cancers. Because of this, all
women should learn about
their family health history of
breast and ovarian cancer to
know if they could be at risk
for hereditary breast and
ovarian cancer.
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(The author is a consultant
radiologist with the Indian
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The Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP) is an Afghanistan-
Pakistan-based branch of the
Taliban with a Deobandi-
Wahabi sectarian orientation.

The origins of TTP trace back to the Jihadi
elements based in Afghanistan. These
groups returned to the tribal areas of
Pakistan as a consequence of the post-9/11
American war on terror and began coa-
lescing.

The official formation of TTP took
place in 2007, and in 2014, the appearance
of Daesh or the Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria (ISIS) in West Asia in the
Afghanistan-Pakistan region complicat-
ed the situation further. The deadliness of
the TTP can be recalled from the
December 2014 Peshawar school attack.
Consequently, Operation Zarb-e-Azb, a
government anti-militant offensive in
North Waziristan, and the excesses of
these operations led to further alienation
among the tribal militants. The two
groups jointly demanded establishing an
'Islamic Caliphate' in the Afghanistan-
Pakistan region and beyond.

The development left Pakistan with
only two hard choices. First, to cooperate
with the US and finish off the entire
umbrella of terror, and second, to go
against the US and completely Talibanise
the society by accepting Sharia law and an
Islamic Caliphate for itself. The establish-
ment at Rawalpindi agreed to none as
either of the decisions would have entailed
compromising its 'authority' and 'power'
in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Simultaneously, the US was increas-
ingly seen as a 'burden' for Pakistan; thus,
getting the region freed from its clutches
became essential. Pakistan adopted a
two-pronged approach, the core at which
lies the distinction between 'good' and
'bad' Taliban. The strategy first comprised
letting the US finish off the terror mod-
ules based in Afghanistan, while encour-
aging some factions, such as the Haqqani
network. This was done to use terror as
an active foreign and security policy tool,
especially regarding Afghanistan and
India. The Haqqani network also served
as crucial interlocutors between Rawal-
pindi and anti-Pakistan groups, such as
the TTP.

Second, coax the US to the negotiat-
ing table with the Taliban and provide
some 'breather' for the acceptable groups.
In addition, Islamabad also complicated
the 'talks' and made the Taliban a central
stakeholder from a 'terrorist module', legit-
imising its safety for a planned US exit.
In 2013 and 2014, the Taliban opened its
office in Doha and Khorasan-e-Razavi
(Iran) with the stated objectives of ‘peace
and reconciliation,’ giving it a political and
diplomatic space. Taliban thus got a
stronghold, and Pakistan emerged as the
most important player in Afghanistan.

As the developments unfolded, the US
was forced to exit the region in 2021.
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(Nishtha Kaushiki is
Associate Professor in
Central University of

Punjab, Bathinda; Nikhil
Sharma is a research
scholar at the same

University)

However, during the momen-
tum of the 'grand chessboard'
game, i.e., between 2018 and 
2021, Pakistan was so motivated 
to throw the US out of the 
region that it made some glaring
mistakes. First, the conciliatory
approach during the ceasefire
agreement backfired as it allowed
the TTP to regroup and led to the
proliferation of its bases in the hilly
regions. 

The political establishment
negotiated a ceasefire agreement
starting in November 2021 which
was extended indefinitely in May
2022 as a process building towards
conciliation. On the other hand,
the military leadership under
Qamar Javed Bajwa did not hesi-
tate to carry out military counter-
offensives during the same period,
thereby jeopardising the peace
process. It resulted in the extra-
judicial extermination of many
militant cadres during the process
of engagement with the govern-
ment. The TTP saw this as a direct
contravention of the ceasefire
agreement. Thus, the TTP under-
took what it branded as "Defensive
targeted attacks" against the
Pakistani establishments to
counter the Army's offensives.

Second, Pakistan also ignored
the role of Noor Wali Mehsud in
shifting the Jihadi narrative from
a regional to a local one. The
Afghan Taliban and the TTP
joined hands on the grounds of
commonality. As Pakistan had
betrayed both during its heyday of
the US proximity, the objective of
avenging the killings of its leaders
brought the two groups into a firm
embrace. Nevertheless, in 2020, the
TTP stated that it had no region-

al or global agenda and that its sole
focus was Pakistan.

Consequently, hardcore mili-
tants started expressing loyalty to
the TTP and its other affiliate or
splinter groups, rapidly spreading
to Punjab, Sindh, and Balochistan.
Further, to deepen its outreach,
TTP had started providing guer-
rilla war training to the Baloch
freedom fighters apart from suc-
cessfully creating tactical cross-
overs with different affiliates of Al
Qaeda and ISIS.

Third, given Rawalpindi's con-
trol over the use of force and vio-
lence, it naturally expected the
TTP to continue supporting the
Afghan Taliban, respect the Dur-
and Line, and keep itself involved
in Afghanistan. However, as the
Taliban became devoid of any
strategic challenge, it became rel-
atively free to think beyond the
Afghan borders. It set out to
deconstruct the image of Afghanis-
tan as a 'strategic backyard of
Pakistan' and hence perceived
itself as an independent player. The
developments allow Washington to
regain its strategic foothold in the
region. Although the United States
has pledged to support the
Pakistani establishment against
TTP, the matter might take an
interesting turn if the US, too,
decides to avenge its 'betrayal' in
Afghanistan. The aforesaid sce-
nario presents a new set of chal-
lenges to Pakistan Army chief
Gen Asim Munir, who is consid-
ered a hardliner on security issues.
The ouster of Lt Gen Hameed as
head of ISI, who had an 'accom-
modative' posturing towards the
TTP, further strengthens the 
hawkish stance of current military

leadership.
Pakistan has adopted a two-

prong approach wherein it has
heightened the military counter-
offensives against the militants
and made parallel overtures to the
Afghan Taliban to rein in TTP.
Pakistan's call for a "reorientation
in its strategy", apart from Hina
Rabbani Khar calling on the
Taliban to check the footprints of
the TTP in Pakistan, speaks vol-
umes of its double approach.
However, the situation might esca-
late if Al-Qaeda, the TTP, and the
ISKP open a joint terror front
against the Pakistani State while
engaging in parallel targeted
attacks.

The Indian security agencies
must prepare for cross-border
provocations in the form of
increased infiltrations, terror
strikes on security establishments,
disturbances in Kashmir, and
minor skirmishes along the bor-
ders. Pakistan might resort to this
tactic to divert attention from its
internal disturbances. The agencies
must enhance manual and drone
surveillance and use drone jam-
ming technology extensively apart
from the completion of the
Comprehensive Integrated Border
Management System (CIBMS)
installation.

Further, forward air bases
should be equipped with short and
medium-range missiles, which
should be in a state of operational
readiness to deter any Pakistani
misadventures. Perception man-
agement, both domestic and inter-
national, is required for the diver-
sion of resources and a more sig-
nificant build-up of security appa-
ratus along the borders. 
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attack. So far no country has offered
them, although Germany has pro-
vided Patriot missiles to neighboring
Poland, its NATO ally.

Millions of Ukrainians have
already fled the country since the
Russian invasion started on Feb. 24,
and there are fears that many more
could leave their homes during win-
ter. Thousands of people have died
and dozens of cities and towns
across Ukraine have been reduced to
rubble during the more than nine
months of the Russian onslaught.

Ukraine also needs resupplies of
artillery shells and modern battle
tanks, Shmyhal said in an interview
broadcast on Sunday night ahead of
meetings in Paris this week to raise
and coordinate more international
aid for Ukraine. The more than 1,000
Russian attacks on infrastructure
since October are designed "to trig-
ger another wave of migration toward
Europe," he insisted.

The Kremlin has said attacks on
Ukraine's energy supply system were
a retaliation for what Moscow says

was a Kyiv-orchestrated attack on the
key, Russian-built bridge to the Cri-
mean peninsula, which Russia
annexed in 2014.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy spoke on the phone with
U.S. President Joe Biden on Sunday.
Biden sought "to underscore ongo-
ing U.S. support for Ukraine's defense
as Russia continues its assaults on
Ukraine's critical infrastructure," the
White House said.

Repeated Russian strikes on
infrastructure have left millions of
Ukrainians without power, heating or
water throughout the country.
Russian drone attacks near the Black
Sea port of Odesa last weekend
destroyed several energy facilities at
once and left all customers except
hospitals, maternity homes, boiler
plants and pumping stations without
power.

Ukraine's power provider,
Ukrenergo, on Monday said that the
situation in the country's energy sys-
tem has remained difficult after
Russian attacks, particularly in Odesa.

To defend against further strikes,
Shmyhal reiterated previous
Ukrainian calls for Patriot surface-to-
air missiles — a highly sophisticat-
ed system that so far hasn't been
forthcoming. He also asked for more
German and French air-defense sys-
tems that those countries have
already supplied.

Ukraine needs large quantities of
shells to respond like-for-like against
Russian artillery, Shmyhal said.
Russia fires 50,000 to 70,000 shells per
day at Ukrainian targets and "we need
at least one third of that quantity
every day," he added.

Organizers of the conference in
France say they are expecting more
than 45 nations and 20 internation-
al institutions to take part. A focus
of the meeting will be rushing aid to
Ukraine to meet its needs for water,
power, food, health and transport
during the tough winter months and
sending a message to Moscow that
the international community is stick-
ing by Ukraine.

Meanwhile, the European
Union's foreign ministers on Monday
also were gathering in Brussels to dis-
cuss fresh sanctions to further pun-
ish Russia over its invasion of
Ukraine.

Irish Foreign Minister Simon
Coveney sharply condemned "delib-
erate targeting by Russia of civilians
in terms of inflicting suffering on a
broad population. " He described
Russia's actions as "a crime, in terms
of both aggression and a crime
against humanity."

"This is one country invading
another," he said. "Brutalizing civil-
ian populations in order to try and
get its way, and I think the world has
to try and take a stand against that."

On Monday, Ukraine's Prose-

cutor General's office said that two
civilians were killed and 10 others
were wounded in Russia's shelling of
the town of Hirnyk in the eastern,
Donetsk region.

"It was yet another Russian attack
against civilians," Donetsk Gov. Pavlo
Kyrylenko said on his messaging app
channel.

The eastern Donetsk and Luh-
ansk regions together make up the
Donbas, an expansive industrial
region bordering Russia that Putin
identified as a focus from the war's
outset and where Moscow-backed
separatists have fought since 2014.

Russia in September unlawfully
declared annexation of four Ukrai-
nian regions — including Donbas —
though it does not fully control
them.

The latest fighting has focused in
Donbas, particularly around the city
of Bakhmut, after Ukrainian forces
recaptured the southern city of
Kherson nearly a month ago. Russian
President Vladimir Putin is now
seeking to make visible gains.

Russia has shelled Kostianty-
nivka, and fighting is going on aro-
und Avdiivka, ?arinka and Krasnoho-
rivka in the same area, Ukrainian
officials said.

The Ukrainian governor of the
Russia-occupied Luhansk region,
Serhiy Haidai, said that a Ukrainian
strike on Kadiivka on Sunday hit a
hotel that served as headquarters for
the Wagner group, a Russian military
contractor. He claimed that hundreds
of Russians were killed, a claim that
couldn't be independently verified.

Haidai also pointed to a difficult
humanitarian situation in the village
of Nevske, under Ukrainian control,
where people live in basements fol-
lowing relentless Russian shelling.
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Ukraine's prime minister is
appealing for Patriot missile
batteries and other hi-tech air

defense systems to counter Russian
attacks, as more Russian shelling was
reported on Monday in the eastern

regions of Ukraine where Moscow is
trying to make battlefield gains.

Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal
told French broadcaster LCI that
Russia wants to swamp Europe with
a new wave of Ukrainian refugees by
its targeting of infrastructure in
Ukraine that has caused electricity and

water outages for millions during
freezing winter weather.

The provision of Patriot surface-
to-air missiles to Ukraine would
mark a major advance in the kinds of
air defense systems the West is send-
ing to help the war-torn country
defend itself from Russian aerial
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Adelegation of at least three US law-
makers visited Havana and met

with Cuba's government this week,
American and Cuban officials con-
firmed. Reps. James McGovern (D-
MA), Mark Pocan (D-WI) and Troy
Carter (D-LA) met with Cuban
President Miguel Díaz-Canel, leaders
in Cuba's congress and its foreign min-
ister, the US Embassy in Cuba told The
Associated Press on Sunday.

It's one of just a handful of such
visits to the island in recent decades.
While officials provided few details
about what was discussed, Díaz-Canel
and Cuba's Congress tweeted photos

of the meetings. 
One photo shows Rep. McGovern

shaking hands with the Cuban leader
and another shows the politicians
meeting with other Cuban officials.
“We addressed our differences and top-
ics of shared interest. We affirmed our
willingness to improve bilateral rela-
tions,” tweeted Díaz-Canel Saturday,
also noting he expressed the impor-
tance of ending the US government's
six-decade trade embargo on the
island.
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Greece's foreign minister has
lashed out at Turkey after

Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan threatened to hit
Athens with ballistic missiles.

“It is unacceptable and uni-
versally condemnable for threats
of a missile attack against Greece
to be made by an allied country,
a NATO member,” Nikos
Dendias said Monday, arriving
in Brussels for a European
Union foreign affairs meeting. 

“North Korean attitudes
cannot and must not enter the
North Atlantic Alliance,” he said. 

Speaking during a town
hall meeting with youths in the
northern Turkish city of Samsun
late Sunday, Erdogan said Tur-
key has begun making its own
short-range ballistic missiles
called Tayfun, which, he said,
was “frightening the Greeks.”
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Amassive fire gutted a shopping mall on
Moscow's eastern outskirts on Monday, the sec-

ond such blaze in four days. 
The blaze at the mall in Balashikha that trades

in construction items and home decoration mate-
rials first erupted at a storage area and later spread
to part of the building. A guard was hospitalized
after inhaling toxic fumes from the fire.

Fire-fighting teams managed to localize it to
an area of about 9,000 square meters (97,000 square
feet) and prevent it from engulfing the entire mall.

Officials said the fire was caused by a short cir-
cuit that came amid heavy rain in Moscow.

The blaze follows Friday's fire that destroyed
the huge OBI construction materials store, part of
the MEGA shopping mall in Khimki on the Russian
capital's northwestern outskirts. 

Officials said that the fire that killed one secu-
rity guard was sparked by welding that apparent-
ly violated safety regulations.
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Bice is an American pit bull
terrier with an important

and sensitive job in Ukraine —
comforting children trauma-
tized by Russia's war.

The playful 8-year-old gray
dog arrived on time this week to
a rehabilitation center on the
outskirts of the Ukrainian cap-
ital, ready to start his duties.

As Bice waited in a hallway,
inside of what looked like a
school classroom with paintings
and some books, a dozen chil-
dren were seated around a table
listening to Oksana Sliepova, a
psychologist.

"Who has a dog?," she asked
and several hands raised at once
while the space filled with shouts
of "Me, me, me!".

One youngster said his dog
was named Stitch; "Tank," said
another boy, adding that he has
a total of five, but he forgot all
their names. Everyone burst
out laughing.

The seven girls and nine
boys — ranging in age from a 2-
year-old boy to an 18-year-old
young woman — look at first
like schoolchildren enjoying
class. But they have particular
stories: Some witnessed how
Russian soldiers invaded their
hometowns and beat their rela-
tives. Some are the sons, daugh-
ters, brothers or sisters of soldiers
who are on the front lines, or

were killed on them.
They come together at the

Center for Social and Psycholo-
gical Rehabilitation, a state-
operated community center
where people can get help cop-
ing with traumatic experiences
after Russia's invasion in
February. Staffers provide regu-
lar psychological therapy for
anyone who has been affected in
any way by the war. In the past
they have worked with horses,
but now they are adding support
from another four-legged friend:
Canine therapy.

Located in Boyarka, a sub-
urb around 20 kilometers (12
miles) southwest of Kyiv, the
center was established in 2000 as
part of an effort to give psycho-
logical support to people affect-
ed, directly or indirectly, by the
explosion at the nuclear plant in
Chernobyl in 1986.

Now it focuses on people

affected by the war. These days,
when some areas are without
power after the Russian attacks
to Ukrainian energy infrastruc-
ture, the two-story building is
one of the few places with light
and heating.

With the kids gathered,
some wearing festive blue or red
Christmas hats, Sliepova cagily
asked if they wanted to meet
someone. Yes, they did, came the
response. The door opened.
The faces of the children glowed.
They smiled.

And in came Bice, the tail-
wagging therapist.

Darina Kokozei, the pooch's
owner and handler, asked the
children to come one by one, to
ask him to do a trick or two. He
sat. He stood up on his hind legs.
He extended a paw, or rolled
over. Then, a group hug — fol-
lowed by a few tasty treats for
him.
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Peru's newest president, Dina Bolu-
arte, gave in to protesters' demands

early Monday announcing in a nation-
ally televised address that she will send
Congress a proposal to move up elec-
tions.

Boluarte's decision came after
thousands of demonstrators took to the
streets around Peru for another day on
Sunday to demand that she resign and
schedule elections to replace her and
Congress. The protests turned dead-
ly, with at least two reported deaths in
a remote community in the Andes,
according to officials.

Boluarte said she will propose the
scheduling of general elections for
April 2024. That marks a reversal as she
had previously said she should be

allowed to hold the office for the
remaining 3 1/2 years of her prede-
cessor's term.

"My duty as president of the
republic in the current difficult time
is to interpret, read and collect the aspi-
rations, interests and concerns, if not
of all, of the vast majority of Peruvians,"
Boluarte said. "So, interpreting in the

broadest way the will of the citizens...
I have decided to assume the initiative
to reach an agreement with the con-
gress of the republic to advance the
general elections."

Many of those demonstrating in
the ongoing political crisis are demand-
ing the release from custody of Pedro
Castillo, the center-left president oust-
ed Wednesday by lawmakers after he
sought to dissolve Congress ahead of
an impeachment vote.

The protests rocking Peru heated
up particularly in rural areas, strong-
holds for Castillo, a former school-
teacher and political newcomer from
a poor Andean mountain district.
Protesters set fire to a police station,
vandalized a small airport used by the
armed forces, and marched in the
streets.

UKRAINE PM URGES MORE MILITARY AID TO COUNTER RUSSIA ATTACKS
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China planned to stop track-
ing some travel on Monday,

potentially reducing the likeli-
hood people will be forced into
quarantine for visiting COVID-
19 hot spots, as part of an
uncertain exit from the strict
pandemic policies that helped
fuel widespread protests.

At midnight, the smart
phone app that recorded a per-
son's travel between cities and
provinces will be disabled.
Another app used to restrict the
movement of those who test
positive or enter an area with a
recent outbreak remains in
effect. They're part of a package
of pandemic apps, some of
which have also been used by
local governments to suppress
protests.

The move follows the gov-
ernment's dramatic announce-
ment last week that it was end-
ing many of the strictest mea-
sures, following three years dur-
ing which it enforced some of
the world's tightest virus restric-
tions. That included near-con-
stant testing, open-ended lock-

downs and requirements that a
clean bill of health be shown to
access public areas.

Last month in Beijing and
several other cities, protests over
the restrictions grew into calls
for leader Xi Jinping and the
Communist Party to step down
— a level of public dissent not
seen in decades.

While met with relief, the
relaxation has also sparked con-
cerns about a new wave of
infections potentially over-
whelming health care resources
in some areas.

The easing of measures
means a sharp drop in testing,
but cases still appear to be ris-

ing rapidly. China reported
8,500 new infections on
Monday, bringing the nation's
total to 365,312 — more than
double the level on Oct 1. It has
recorded 5,235 deaths — com-
pared to 1.1 million in the
United States.

China's government-sup-
plied figures have not been
independently verified and
questions have been raised about
whether the ruling Communist
Party has sought to minimise
numbers of cases and deaths.

Fever clinics at hospitals in
Beijing received 22,000 patients
on Sunday — 16 times higher
than previous week.

Following a rush last week
to buy cold and flu medicine in
many major Chinese cities,
pharmacies in Hong Kong have
reported a run on such med-
ications by customers supplying
relatives in mainland China,
according to Lam Wai-man,
chairman of the pharmacy trade
association in the semi-
autonomous southern Chinese
city. Hong Kong has already lift-
ed most of its COVID-19 restric-
tions.

“Everyone on the mainland
wants to buy some pills to have
in reserve at home,” Lam said.

Alan Cheung, the owner of
the Sands Medicine Shop in the
Wan Chai district, said he was
receiving around 10 inquiries
about flu medication from
mainland residents every day.

“Normally, no one would
ask me about this kind of prod-
uct,” Cheung said.

The uncertainty and appar-
ent growing number of cases
have forced the cancellation of
events from foreign embassy
holiday parties to next spring's
Formula One Chinese Grand
Prix car race in Shanghai.
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India and the UAE which have
inked a landmark trade deal

have seen a "veritable transfor-
mation" in their ties which are
now beginning to have a broad-
er ripple impact, External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar said on
Monday, emphasising that they
want to use this relationship to
shape the changing world.

A defining decision of this
transformation is the signing of
the bilateral trade pact which led
to such effective results and
speaks volumes for the bilater-
al relationship, he said.

"The fact that we were able
to conclude the comprehensive
economic cooperation agree-
ment so quickly and has led to
such effective results thereafter,
speaks really volumes for the
relationship. We're now moving
into new areas," he said while
delivering the keynote address at
India Global Forum and panel
discussion — India-UAE:
Partners for Global Impact. 

India and the UAE signed
UAE-India Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agree-
ment (CEPA) in February this
year. "Today, our discussions are
about space, education, artificial
intelligence, health and star-
tups. The old, traditional ener-
gy trade investments continue,
but a new agenda is also com-
ing into being," he said.

"...India-UAE cooperation is
particularly significant. We have
known each other for a long, but
have rediscovered each other
only in 2016. With CEPA, ties
have really taken off. India-
UAE cooperation is not about
surviving change but shaping it
positively," Jaishankar tweeted.

The UAE is today India's
3rd largest trade partner. It is
India's 2nd largest export mar-
ket. "More Indian citizens live in
the UAE than in any other
country abroad. So whether we
are talking people, or whether
we are talking business, the
UAE has a particular salience in
our perspectives," he said dur-
ing the keynote address. 

"After Prime Minister

Narendra Modi's visit in 2015,
a visit which took place after
more than four decades, we've
actually seen a veritable trans-
formation in our ties. As I
pointed out, certainly our trade
and investment have gone up,"
he said.

"If we were to speak about
the return of history in this part
of the world, a very natural
example of that is the India-UAE
relationship. There are times
when we may occasionally have
a different perspective. Even
that is often expressed quite sub-
tly between us," he said.

"So when I look at the
return of history and the rela-
tionships which will go for-
ward in the coming days, I cer-

tainly would rank the India-
UAE relationship very high in
that," he said.

"India and the UAE are two
countries very comfortable,
who've known each other for a
long time and who want to use
this relationship today in a
changing world, not just to sur-
vive in a changing world, but to
shape a changing world," he said.

Jaishankar also highlighted
the ability to expand this rela-
tionship with other partners as
another aspect of this relation-
ship.

“The obvious example of
that is France. We have just this
year taken the trilateral with
France to a ministerial level, and
we certainly want to expand

that,” he said.
India and the UAE are also

doing more things together, he
said.

He also said that India and
the UAE are together exploring
the possibility of health coop-
eration in Africa.

He also mentioned the
establishment of the I2US (India,
Israel, the United Arab Emirates,
and the United States) mecha-
nism which is "yet another
example of how our changed
relationship is now beginning to
have a broader ripple impact."

"So it is in many ways a very
ambitious relationship because
it's not limited really by its bilat-
eral possibilities. I'm very con-
fident that as we get deeper into
the relationship, it will also
make itself felt at the global
level," he said.

“The traditional energy-
trade relations continue but a
new agenda is also coming into
being. To my mind, that is
something that would really
redefine this relationship, and
help it go to a higher orbit,” he
said. 

"Brought out the relation-
ship between globalisation,
rebalancing and multi-polarity.
But underlined that more peren-
nial competitive forces are also
at work. Far from witnessing an
end of history, we are seeing a
return of history," Jaishankar
tweeted. 
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Ahotel catering to foreign
visitors in Afghanistan's

capital of Kabul was attacked
Monday and three of the assai-
lants were killed, a Taliban offi-
cial said.

Two foreign residents were
injured when they jumped out
of windows to escape, said
Zabihullah Mujahid, the Taliban
government's spokesman.
Residents reported explosions
and gunfire and photos and
video posted on social media
showed smoke from the build-
ing.

Khalid Zadran, the Taliban-
appointed spokesman for the
Kabul police chief, said the
attack lasted several hours. He
said a “clean-up” operation was
ongoing.

No one immediately clai-
med responsibility for the attack
but the regional affiliate of the
Islamic State group — known as
the Islamic State in Khorasan
Province and a rival of Afgha-
nistan's ruling Taliban — has
increased its attacks since the
Taliban takeover of the country
last year.

A resident of the Shar-e
Naw neighbourhood where the
attack happened told The Asso-
ciated Press that he heard explo-
sions and then several gun-
shots. 
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APalestinian hospital announced Israeli forces
killed a teenage girl during an army opera-

tion in the occupied West Bank early on Monday.
Khalil Suleiman Government Hospital in the

northern city of Jenin said Jana Zakaran, 16, was
hit with a gunshot in the head and pronounced
dead.

The official Palestinian news agency report-
ed that Zakaran was on her house roof and found
dead after the Israeli troops withdrew from Jenin.

The Israeli military said it was aware of the
teenager's death and that an investigation was
underway.

It added that troops entered the city and
arrested three Palestinians wanted on suspicion
of attacks against Israelis. Clashes and heavy of
exchange of fire erupted between soldiers and sus-
pects, it said.

About 150 Palestinians have been killed in
Israeli-Palestinian fighting in the West Bank and
east Jerusalem this year, making it the deadliest
year since 2006.

The Israeli army says most of the Palestinians
killed have been militants. But stone-throwing
youths protesting Israeli army incursions and oth-

ers not involved in confrontations have also been
killed.

Israel has been conducting daily arrest raids
throughout the West Bank, in an operation
prompted by a spate of Palestinian attacks against
Israelis in the spring that killed 19 people.

The military says the raids are meant to dis-
mantle militant networks and thwart future
attacks, but the Palestinians say they entrench
Israel's open-ended occupation, now in its 56th
year.

At least 31 people have died in Arab attacks
in Israel and the occupied West Bank this year,
according to Israeli figures.
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Human Rights Watch on Monday
accused the European Union's border

and coast guard agency of being complicit
in migrant abuses by Libya by allowing the
North African country's coast guard to inter-
cept migrant boats crossing the
Mediterranean Sea for southern Europe.

Following a data-based investigation
repor t released by the New York-based
watchdog last Thursday, it concluded that
the agency, known as Frontex, uses its aer-
ial surveillance technology to help Libyan
forces locate migrant boats — rather than
other rescue organizations or merchant ships
also patrolling the Mediterranean.

Every year, thousands of migrants hop-
ing to reach Europe make their way through
Libya, where a lucrative trafficking and
smuggling business has flourished in a coun-

try fragmented for years between rival
administrations in the east and west, each
backed by different armed groups and for-
eign governments. 

Last year, 2062 people were reported
dead or missing after attempting to reach
Europe by boat, according to the U.N.
Agency's Missing Migrants Project.

Those who survive and are caught by
the Libyan coast guard and returned to the
country, face an uncertain future. Thousands
of other migrants have endured torture, sex-
ual violence and extortion at the hands of
guards in detention centers across Libya. 

The detention centers are supposed to
be run by Libya's interim authorities but
notorious militia groups remain in control. 
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Pakistan Prime Minister She-
hbaz Sharif on Monday con-

demned the "unprovoked" firing
by Afghan Taliban forces in the
border area of Chaman in the
restive Balochistan province that
killed seven people and said that
that the interim government in
Kabul must ensure that such
incidents were not repeated in
the future.

The Pakistani Army's media
wing initially said six died in
Sunday's shelling, but the death
toll later rose to seven. Sixteen
others were wounded, the army
said, blaming the casualties on

the “unprovoked and indis-
criminate fire” of heavy weapons
by Afghan forces on civilians.

The firing in Chaman, the
main border crossing for trade
between the two countries, fol-
lows a series of deadly incidents
and attacks that have skyrock-
eted tensions between Islamabad
and Afghanistan's Taliban rulers.

Condemning the incident,
PM Sharif tweeted that the
interim Govt in Kabul must
ensure that such incidents are
not repeated in the future. "It was
unprovoked and indiscriminate
gunfire which continued for a
while and this included artillery
shelling by Af Border forces."

INDIA, UAE WANT TO USE THEIR RELATIONSHIP
TO SHAPE CHANGING WORLD: JAISHANKAR
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Three young boys who fell
through ice covering a lake

in central England have died and
a fourth remains hospitalized as
weather forecasters issued severe
weather warnings for large parts
of the United Kingdom.

Rescuers pulled the boys,
aged 8, 10 and 11, from the icy
waters Sunday afternoon and
rushed them to the hospital in
the West Midlands, about 100
miles (160 kilometers) north of
London. But they could not be
revived after suffering cardiac
arrest. 

The fourth child, who is 6,
remains in critical condition.
Emergency workers searched
through the night for two other
children who were reportedly
with the group.
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Iran executed a second pris-
oner on Monday convicted

over crimes committed during
the nationwide protests chal-
lenging the country's theocracy,
publicly hanging him from a
construction crane as a grue-
some warning to others.

The execution of Majidreza
Rahnavard came less than a
month after he allegedly fatally
stabbed two members of a para-
military force after purported-
ly becoming angry about secu-
rity forces killing of protesters.

The development under-
scores the speed at which Iran
now carries out death sentences
handed down for those detained
in the demonstrations that the
government hopes to put down.

Activists warn that at least
a dozen people already have
been sentenced to death in
closed-door hearings. At least
488 people have been killed
since the demonstrations began
in mid-September, according
to Human Rights Activists in
Iran, a group that's been moni-
toring the protests. Another
18,200 people have been
detained by authorities.

Iran's Mizan news agency,
which falls under the country's
judiciary, published a collage of
images of Rahnavard hanging
from the crane, his hands and
feet bound, a black bag over his
head. Masked security force
members stood guard in front of
concrete and metal barriers that
held back a gathered crowd
early Monday morning in the
Iranian city of Mashhad.

Mizan alleged Rahnavard
had stabbed two security force
members to death Nov 17 in
Mashhad and wounded four
others.

Footage aired on state TV
showed a man chasing another
around a street corner, then
standing over him and stabbing
him after he fell against a parked
motorbike. Another showed the
same man stabbing another
immediately after. The assailant,
which state TV alleged was
Rahnavard, then fled.

The Mizan report identified
the dead as "student" Basij, para-
military volunteers under Iran's
Revolutionary Guard. The Basij
have deployed in major cities,
attacking and detaining pro-
testers, who in many cases have
fought back.

A heavily edited state tele-
vision report aired after
Rahnavard's execution showed
clips of him in the courtroom.
In the video, he says he came to
hate the Basijis after seeing
video clips on social media of the
forces beating and killing pro-
testers.

The Mizan report accused
Rahnavard of trying to flee to a
foreign country when he was
arrested.

Mashhad, a Shiite holy city,
is located some 740 km (460
miles) east of the Iranian capi-
tal, Tehran. Activists say it has
seen strikes, shops closed and
demonstrations amid the unrest
that began over the Sept 16
death in custody of Mahsa
Amini, a 22-year-old woman
who had been detained by Iran's
morality police.
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India and Sri Lanka on Mon-
day resumed flight services

between Chennai and Jaffna,
three years after the island
nation discontinued the ser-
vices due to Covid, and the pas-
sengers expressed happiness
about the hassle-free journey.

The first flight on resump-
tion of services landed this
morning at the Jaffna Inter-
national Airport, Upul Dharma-
dasa, the Chairman of the Air-
port and Aviation Services told
reporters.

Jaffna airport officials said
the Alliance Air service landed
at Jaffna at 11.25 am local time.
A small ceremony was con-
ducted to welcome the flight
which had 14 selected passen-
gers, mostly officials, on board.

The flight returned to
Chennai at 2.35 pm local time,
a delay of an hour and 20 min-

utes. On arrival here, Jaffna res-
ident Danakshan told PTI that
the flight to Chennai made his
Tamil Nadu visit 'easy and con-
venient'. He was here to visit his
relatives in the state. Previously,
the passenger said he had to go
to Colombo to get a connecting
flight to Chennai. Akileswaran,
another native of Jaffna, said the
resumption has proved to be
timely for him as his pilgrimage
to Sabarimala in Kerala has
become hassle-free. "Otherwise,
I have to go to Colombo to catch
a flight or board a ship. The
direct Chennai flight from Jaffna
is pretty useful," he said.

Sekar, an Indian Tamil, and
his wife Mrutula, a native of
Jaffna, expressed similar views.
The couple, who now live in the
USA, said their proposal to go
on a vacation to Tamil Nadu
from Sri Lanka is 'quicker now,'
thanks to the direct flight.

The Jaffna-Chennai flight
duration is one and a half hours.
The Alliance Air flights would
operate four times a week
between the two cities.
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Jaiprakash Associates Ltd
(JAL) and its group firms on

Monday announced the sale of
remaining cement assets to
Dalmia Bharat Ltd at an enter-
prise value of �5,666 crore and
exit from the sector as part of
its strategy to reduce debt.

According to the deal,
Dalmia Bharat Ltd will pur-
chase 9.4 million tonnes of
cement capacity along with a
thermal plant from Jaypee
Group flagship firm JAL and its
associate company across sev-
eral states.

The move would help
Dalmia Bharat Ltd increase its
manufacturing capacity to 45.3
million tonnes per annum
(MTPA) from the existing 35.9
MTPA, enabling it to expand its

presence in central India, as the
company strives to become a
pan-India player.

In a regulatory filing,
Dalmia Bharat informed that
its wholly-owned subsidiary
Dalmia Cement Bharat Ltd
(DCBL) has entered into a
“binding framework agree-
ment for the acquisition of

clinker, cement and power
plants from Jaiprakash
Associates Ltd and its associate
company”.

The deal includes a total
cement capacity of 9.4 MTPA,
along with clinker capacity of
6.7 MTPA and thermal power
plants of 280 MW at an enter-
prise value of �5,666 crore, it
added.

The acquisition will help
Dalmia to expand its footprint
into the central region, it added.
JAL’s assets are situated in
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh.

Besides, it will also “rep-
resent a significant step towards
realisation of its vision to
emerge as a pan-India cement
company with a capacity of 75
MTPA by FY27 and 110-130
MTPA by FY31,” it added.
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Retail inflation fell to an 11-
month low of 5.88 per cent

in November, mainly due to
softening prices of food items,
official data showed on
Monday.

This is the first time in 11
months that the retail inflation
print has come within the RBI’s
tolerance band of 4 (+/- 2) per
cent.

The consumer price index
(CPI) based retail inflation
was 6.77 per cent in October
2022, and 4.91 per cent in
November last year.

As per the data released by
the National Statistical Office
(NSO), inflation in the food
basket was 4.67 per cent in
November, against 7.01 per
cent in the previous month.

After remaining above
the Reserve Bank’s upper tol-
erance threshold of 6 per cent
since January, retail inflation
has declined to its lowest level

in 11 months. In December
2021, the retail inflation stood
at 5.66 per cent.

The Reserve Bank had last
week said the worst of inflation
is behind us, but there is no
room for complacency in the
fight against price rise. The
central bank also said it will
keep ‘Arjuna’s eye’ (keen focus)

on the evolving inflation
dynamics and projected infla-
tion to remain above 4 per cent
for the next 12 months.

The RBI’s interest rate-set-
ting panel last week hiked the
benchmark rate by 35 basis
points to 6.25 per cent, taking
the cumulative rate hikes to
2.25 per cent since May 2022. 
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The all-India electricity
demand is expected to

grow 7 per cent to 1,480 billion
units (BU) in the ongoing
financial year, according to
Icra.

In the preceding 2021-22
fiscal, the all-India power
demand was at 1,380 BU, the
ratings agency said on Monday.

“All-India electricity
demand to remain healthy at
over 7 per cent in FY23 despite
growth slowdown post Q1 of
this fiscal, and grow at 5-5.5 per
cent in FY24,” Icra said in a
report.

The estimates are based on
the fact that all-India electric-
ity demand increased 10.6 per
cent year-on-year in first eight
months of FY2023, amid a
severe heat wave in north and
central India, it said.

Girishkumar Kadam,
Senior Vice President & Co-
Group Head - Corporate rat-
ings, Icra, said, growing ener-
gy demand along with subdued
capacity addition in the ther-
mal segment is leading to an
improvement in average ther-
mal PLF (plant load factor)
level for gencos/IPPs (power
generation companies/inde-
pendent power producers) at
all-India level. 
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The Sensex ended over 51
points lower on Monday

while the Nifty settled flat
amid a weak trend in global
markets and continuous for-
eign fund outflows.

Investors remained on the
sidelines ahead of industrial
production and retail infla-
tion data scheduled to be
announced post-market hours,
traders said.

After tumbling over 500
points in opening trade, the 30-
share BSE Sensex recouped
most of the losses to end 51.10
points or 0.08 per cent lower at
62,130.57.

The broader NSE Nifty
closed at 18,497.15, marginal-
ly higher by 0.55 points.

Asian Paints was the top
laggard in the Sensex pack,
shedding 1.94 per cent, fol-
lowed by Infosys, Titan, Kotak
Mahindra Bank, Bharti Airtel,
Power Grid, SBI and Bajaj
Finserv.

In contrast, Tata Steel,
Nestle India, Dr Reddy’s,
Wipro, UltraTech Cement,
HDFC Bank and ITC were
among the winners, spurting as
much as 1.18 per cent.

The market breadth was
negative, with 16 of the 30
Sensex components closing in
the red.

“After retreating sharply in
early trades, both benchmark
indices recouped most of their
losses but traded range-bound

in a listless trading for almost
the entire trading session, as
investors mostly stayed on the
side lines ahead of inflation
data and the US Fed meeting
later this week.

“More clarity will emerge
post the US Fed meeting,
which would determine the
trend in the near term,” said
Shrikant chouhan, Head of
Equity Research (Retail), Kotak
Securities Ltd.

Ajit Mishra, VP -
Technical Research, Religare
Broking Ltd, said,” Markets
are currently dancing to the
global tunes and we expect the
same trend to continue, in
absence of any major domestic
event. Traders should focus
on sectors that are showing
resilience viz. Banking, FMCG
and metal for the long trades
while the IT and pharma may
continue to trade subdued.”

In the broader market, the
BSE smallcap gauge gained
0.36 per cent and midcap index
went higher by 0.30 per cent.
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Digital financial services
firm One97

Communications on Monday
said that its loan disbursals
reached an annualised run rate
of around �39,000 crore in
November this year.

One97 Communications
(OCL), which owns Paytm
brand, had reported loan dis-
bursals at an annualised rate of
�37,000 crore in October.

“Our loan distribution
business (in partnership with
top lenders) continues to wit-
ness an accelerated growth
with disbursements through
our platform now at an annu-
alised run rate of �39,000 crore
in the month of November,”
Paytm said in a regulatory fil-
ing.

The GMV (Gross
Merchandise Value) processed
through Paytm platform grew
37 per cent for the two months
ended November 2022, aggre-

gating to �2.28 lakh crore from
�1.67 lakh crore a year 
ago.

The value of loans dis-
bursed through Paytm grew by
over four-fold on year-over-
year (y-o-y) basis to �6,292
crore in November from �1,328
crore, while the number of
loans disbursed grew two-and-
a-half times to around 68 lakh
from 27 lakh.

“We see a significant
growth runway given low cur-
rent penetration, while we con-
tinue to work with our partners
to remain focused on the qual-
ity of the book,” Paytm said.

The merchant device sub-
scription of the company grew
over three-fold to 55 lakh from
16 lakh a year ago.

The average monthly
transacting users of the com-
pany grew by 33 per cent to 8.4
crore for the two months ended
November 2022 from 6.3 crore
in November 2021, according
to the filing. 
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Snapping a three-day rising
streak, the rupee declined 23

paise to close at 82.51 against
the US dollar on Monday, pres-
sured by a lacklustre trend in
the domestic equity markets
and foreign capital outflows.

Forex traders said risk-off
sentiment in global markets
also weighed on the local unit.

At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the rupee
opened lower at 82.54 against
the greenback and witnessed a
high of 82.50 and a low of
82.74. It finally settled at 82.51,
down 23 paise over its previous
close of 82.28.

The dollar index, which
gauges the greenback's strength
against a basket of six curren-
cies, was trading 0.02 per cent
lower at 104.79.

Global oil benchmark
Brent crude futures fell 1.02 per
cent to USD 75.32 per barrel.

"Rupee traded weak... Due
to some strength in dollar
index as price inched towards
105. US CPI data on Tuesday
evening and Fed's rate hike

decision on Thursday shall be
prime data for currency traders
to look out for...," said Jateen
Trivedi, VP Research Analyst at
LKP Securities.

Rupee is expected to trade
weak at 82.35-82.95, he added. 

The 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 51.10 points or 0.08 per
cent lower at 62,130.57, while
the broader NSE Nifty closed
almost flat at 18,497.15.

Foreign Institutional
Investors (FIIs) remained net
sellers in the capital markets on
Monday as they offloaded
shares worth ������� crore,
according to exchange data.

After investing over
�36,200 crore last month, for-
eign investors continued their
positive momentum and
infused  �4,500 crore in the
Indian equity markets so far in
December, mainly due to the
decline in the dollar index.
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Gold price fell by �109 to
�54,461 per 10 gram in the

national capital on Monday
amid weak global trends,
according to HDFC Securities.

In the previous trade, the
precious metal had closed at
�54,570 per 10 gram.

Silver, however, climbed
�934 per kg to �68,503 per kilo-
gram.

“Gold prices traded lower
on Monday amid a firmer dol-
lar,” said Dilip Parmar, Research
Analyst at HDFC Securities.

In the international mar-
ket, gold was quoting lower at
$1,789.4 per ounce while silver
was up at $23.48 per 
ounce.

“Gold prices inched lower,
dragged down by a firmer dol-
lar, with investors awaiting key
US inflation data and Federal
Reserve’s rate-hike verdict due
this week,” Navneet Damani,
Senior VP – Commodity
Research at Motilal Oswal
Financial Services said. 
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Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation Ltd proposes

to drill 53 exploratory wells in
Andhra Pradesh- 50 in
Godavari on-Land PML
(Petroleum Mining Lease)
Block of KG Basin and three in
CD-ONHP-2020/1 (OALP-Vi)
Block Of Cuddapah basin with
an investment outlay of Rs
2,150 crore.

Andhra Pradesh State-
Level Environment Impact
Assessment Authority (SEIAA)
in a meeting held last month
cleared two separate proposals
put up by the ONGC for envi-
ronmental clearance.

According to ONGC, it
proposes to carry out the
onshore exploration of 50 wells

during 2021-’28 in Godavari
on-land PML block of KG
basin in East and West
Godavari Districts of AP based
on the geological and geo-
physical studies.

These wells will be con-
verted to development wells
and connected to the nearest
Early Production System
(EPS)/ Gas Collecting Station
(GCS) if proved commercially
viable, it further said.

“Total of Rs 2,000 crore
(approximately Rs 40 crore for
each well), ONGC said in case
of KG basin exploratory wells.

ONGC proposes to carry
out the prospecting and explo-
ration drilling in the CD-
ONHP-2020/1 block of
Cuddapah basin falling in
Kurnool, Anantapur and YSR
Kadapa districts of AP, it said
in another proposal adding
based on the geological and
geophysical studies the three
exploratory locations are
planned to be drilled during
the period 2021-24.

The estimated project cost
for the three wells would be Rs
150 crore and it would take
three to five months for
exploratory drilling at each
well site, ONGC said.
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The net direct tax collection
grew 24 per cent to �8.77

lakh crore in the April-
November of the current fiscal,
the Finance Ministry said on
Monday.

This represents 61.79 per
cent of the full-year Budget
Estimates (BE) of direct tax col-
lection for 2022-23 (April-
March).

“Direct tax collection net of
refund stands at �8.77 lakh
crore as of November 30, which
is 24.26 per cent higher than
the net collection for the cor-
responding period last year,”
the ministry tweeted.

The collection accounts
for 61.79 per cent of Budget
Estimates for FY 
2022-23.

The Budget estimated
direct tax collection at Rs 14.20
lakh crore this fiscal, higher
than Rs 14.10 lakh crore col-
lected last fiscal (2021-22).
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Quick service restaurant McDonald’s
India (North and East) on Monday

said it will hire around 5,000 people as it
looks to double its outlets to cross 300
restaurants in the region over the next
three year.

It rolled out its largest restaurant in
India at Guwahati, spread across 6,700 sq
ft with a capacity to feed 220 people at a
time, on Monday as part of its expansion
exercise.

Speaking to PTI, McDonald’s India
(North and East) Managing Director
Rajeev Ranjan said the company is on a
rapid growth path and looking to expand

its network across the states under it.
“All issues and problems are behind us

and we are focussed on growing our busi-
ness,” he said while replying to a query if
the legal matters with the McDonald’s ear-
lier partner has been settled.

In 2020, the US fast food chain select-
ed MMG Group Chairman Sanjeev
Agrawal as its new partner to operate out-
lets in north and east India following buy-
out of 50 per cent stake from the estranged
partner Vikram Bakshi, who had dragged
the multinational giant into a long-drawn
legal tussle. 

McDonald’s is present in India through
two master franchisees - Sanjeev Agrawal-
led MMG group for north and east India
and Westlife Group led by B L Jatia for west
and south. 

Ranjan said the company currently
operates 156 restaurants in north and east
India and it is looking to double the num-
ber of outlets within the next three years.
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The operator of Mumbai’s Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj International Airport

(CSMIA) on Monday said it has taken a
slew of initiatives, including introduction
of a passenger footfall monitoring mech-
anism, to tackle congestion at the facility.

Some of the airports such as GMR
Group-run Delhi International Airport
have been witnessing congestion, partic-
ularly during the peak hours amid surg-
ing passenger traffic.

A number of affected passengers have
taken to social media to complain about
serpentine queues at the airlines’ check-in
counters, security check points and even

at the airport entry gates.
Data from the Airports Authority of

India (AAI) suggest passenger volume
from four key metro airports -- Delhi,
Mumbai, Hyderabad and Bengaluru --
spiked 120 per cent to 8.71 crore in the
April-October period of the current fiscal
as compared to 3.95 crore passengers in the

same period last financial year.
CSMIA has augmented its manpow-

er resources with the inclusion of ‘pas-
senger service executives’ complemented
with infrastructural facilities to meet pas-
senger expectations, Mumbai International
Airport Ltd (MIAL) said in a statement.

The private airport operator also
claimed that post-pandemic single-day
traffic at the facility reached 1,50,988 pas-
sengers on December 10, which was the
third-highest single-day passenger move-
ment for the facility.

The highest-ever single day passen-
ger volume for the airport has been at
1,56,329, recorded on December 21, 2018,
it said.
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The top five steel companies
— Tata Steel, JSW Steel,

JSPL, AMNS India and SAIL —
dominate the list of qualifiers
under the PLI scheme for spe-
cialty steel.

Besides, there are Gallant
Metalliks, Shyam Metalics Flat
Products, and Sunflag Iron
and Steel who have been select-
ed to invest under the produc-
tion linked incentive scheme.

On Friday, the government
announced shortlisting 67 out
of 79 applications, with an
investment potential of �42,500
crore, under the PLI scheme for
specialty steel. The proposed
investments are expected to
generate 70,000 job opportu-
nities and add 26 million
tonnes of speciality steel capac-
ity in the country.

As per an official docu-
ment, Tata Steel has submitted
applications to manufacture
seven types of speciality steel
products, while JSW Steel sub-
mitted for six categories.

Jindal Steel Odisha, a sub-
sidiary of Jindal Steel and
Power Limited, has submitted
the highest number of entries
to manufacture eight types of
specialty steel products.

ArcelorMittal Nippon Steel
(AMNS) India submitted four
entries, while state-owned Steel
Authority of India Limited
(SAIL) has submitted the least
number of applications for just
two specialty steel categories.
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India’s industrial production
contracted by 4 per cent in

October, the sharpest fall in 26
months, mainly due to decline
in output of manufacturing
and subdued performance of
mining and power generation
sectors, according to official
data released on Monday.

The Index of Industrial
Production (IIP) had grown 4.2
per cent in October 2021. The
previous low was (-) 7.1 per
cent in August 2020.

As per the IIP data
released by the National
Statistical Office (NSO), the
manufacturing sector’s output
declined by 5.6 per cent in
October 2022 as against a
growth of 3.3 per cent record-
ed in the year-ago month.

The mining output rose by
a meagre 2.5 per cent and
power generation increased by
1.2 per cent during the month.

The data further revealed
that capital goods output
declined by 2.3 per cent in
October as against a contrac-
tion of 1.6 per cent in the same
month last year.

The production of con-
sumer durables too shrank by
15.3 per cent and for consumer
non-durables, the decline was
13.4 per cent.

There was also a decline of
2.8 per cent in the output of
intermediate goods.

The primary goods and
infrastructure/construction
goods segments showed
growth at 2 per cent and 1 per
cent, respectively.

During the April-October
period of the fiscal, the overall
IIP growth decelerated to 5.3
per cent from 20.5 per cent in
the year-ago period.

Commenting on the data,
Aditi Nayar, Chief Economist
of ICRA, said while the IIP
posted a deeper-than-expected
contraction, mirroring the ane-
mic performance of exports,
this chiefly reflects holidays
during the festive period.

The year-on-year (YoY)
growth of most available high
frequency indicators improved
in November relative to
October 2022, partly reflecting
the subdued base owing to the
relatively late onset of the fes-
tive season in 2021 vis-a-vis
2022.

"Given that the YoY
growth in both these months is
impacted by base effects, we
believe that an average perfor-
mance of October and
November 2022 would provide
a better gauge of the actual
growth momentum and
demand dynamics," Nayar said.
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The Government on
Monday said it is taking all

required steps as well as coor-
dinating with state and central
agencies to start new coal
mines and increase output
from the operational mines.

The country’s coal pro-
duction target is 900 million
tonnes and the contribution of
captives/ commercial mines
will be significant, according to
Coal secretary Amrit Lal
Meena. The production of dry-
fuel from coal blocks during
April-November period of
FY’23 was reviewed by the
coal secretary with project pro-
ponents of operational coal
blocks, as per a coal ministry
statement.

Coal output from cap-
tive/commercial coal mines
went up to 67.16 million tonnes
in April-November period of
the current fiscal from 50.49
million tonnes during the same
period of FY’22
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"They are a great team who matched up to
Brazil and at times were much better," admitted
Messi.

"They have good players across the whole mid-
field and they have been working with the same
coach since the last World Cup, so they all know
each other very well."

Argentina coach Lionel Scaloni switched to
a five-man defence against the Netherlands as he
brought Lisandro Martinez into his line-up.

But the midfield is always key against Croatia,
with Modric still controlling games at 37 and
Marcelo Brozovic and Mateo Kovacic completing
a formidable trio.

After reaching the final four years ago,
Croatia have beaten Japan and Brazil on penal-
ties to make the semis here.

They have gone to extra time in eight of their
last nine major tournament knockout matches and
the nation of just four million people has noth-
ing to lose as they eye a place in the final against
France or Morocco.

And in Modric they have a master, the 2018
Ballon d'Or winner who starred as Croatia beat
Argentina 3-0 in the group stage four years ago.

"I think Mateo, Luka and Marcelo are the best
midfield in history. When you pass them the ball,
it is safer than having your money in the bank,"
said Josip Juranovic, another standout at right-
back.

"We are so lucky to have them in the team."
Modric's history with Argentina goes back to

2006, when he made his international debut for
Croatia aged 20 in a friendly between the teams.

Messi scored in that game but Croatia won
3-2. Zlatko Dalic's team will not be afraid of
Argentina or their number 10 when the sides meet
again at Lusail Stadium.

Asked about how they would handle Messi,
Croatia forward Bruno Petkovic responded: "We
don't have a specific plan, at least not yet, for stop-
ping Messi and usually we don't concentrate on
one player, but Argentina is not only Messi."

Two players who will not feature for
Argentina, however, are defenders Gonzalo
Montiel and Marcos Acuna, both of whom are sus-
pended.
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Lionel Messi and Argentina's World Cup
dream remains alive but an indefatigable
Croatia side inspired by the enduring bril-

liance of Luka Modric stands in their way in
Tuesday's semi-final in Doha.

Argentina have recovered from the shock of
losing their opening game in Qatar to Saudi Arabia
and made the last four with an exhausting win on
penalties against the Netherlands at the end of a
fractious quarter-final on Friday.

Having been 2-0 up and cruising after 83 min-
utes, with Messi setting up one goal in sublime
fashion and netting a penalty, they conceded twice
late on and had to survive extra time before tri-
umphing 4-3 in a shoot-out.

Backed by an enormous contingent of trav-
elling supporters who have brought the passion,
noise and colour of Argentina's own stadiums to
this World Cup, Messi and his teammates are start-
ing to believe this really could be their year.

"We have balls, passion, heart and we are doing
this for 45 million people," said goalkeeper
Emiliano Martinez, and Argentina's optimism now
has only increased after seeing great rivals Brazil
go out in the last round.

Now aged 35, this has been billed as Messi's
last chance to win a World Cup, eight years on
from Argentina's defeat in the final to Germany
in Rio de Janeiro. He is determined to seize the
chance and has already scored his first two goals
in the knockout rounds of any World Cup, net-
ting against Australia in the last 16 before his
penalty against the Dutch.

World Cup glory would complete a wonder-
ful career for the seven-time Ballon d'Or winner,
who is possibly the greatest club player ever.

After years of being unfulfilled at internation-
al level he inspired Argentina to victory at last
year's Copa America, but he knows there are no
more dogged or durable opponents than Croatia.

After all, any sense of relief at avoiding hav-
ing to play Brazil in the last four will be tempered
by the prospect of facing a Croatian side who
knocked out the favourites on penalties and never
know when they are beaten.
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Yassine Bounou has learned to be
patient in his career, but the

Morocco goalkeeper with a show-
stopping nickname is proving he
more than belongs on the big stage
at this World Cup.

An unused squad member at the
2017 Africa Cup of Nations and the
2018 World Cup in Russia, Bounou
— or "Bono" as the name on his shirt
reads — has played a fundamental
part in helping Morocco set a new
benchmark for African football in
Qatar.

With 14 foreign-born players in
the squad, it has been a case of unity
in diversity for Morocco -- there is no
better example of that solidarity than
a defence which has conceded just
once in five matches here.

Bounou kept 2018 runners-up
Croatia at bay in their tournament
opener. He suddenly disappeared just
before kick-off in a 2-0 win over

Belgium, having lined up with the
team for the national anthems.

Replaced by Munir El Kajoui,
coach Walid Regragui later cleared up
the mystery by explaining Bounou
had felt unwell after sustaining a
knock against Croatia.

The 31-year-old Bounou hasn't
put a foot wrong since his return
against Canada, the country of his
birth. Despite Nayef Aguerd's own
goal, a 2-1 victory sent Morocco
through as the surprising Group F
winners.

Remarkably, no opposing player
has scored against Morocco at this
World Cup — and that remains true
despite the North Africans needing
penalties to see off Spain in the 
last 16.

After Pablo Sarabia smacked the
post with Spain's first kick, Bounou
saved from Carlos Soler and Sergio
Busquets as Morocco won 3-0 in the
shootout to reach the quarter-finals
for the very first time.

He was again man of the match
in a 1-0 victory over Portugal, 
ending Cristiano Ronaldo's World
Cup dreams by denying the five-time
Ballon d'Or winner in stoppage 
time.

"These kinds of moments are dif-
ficult to believe," said Bounou, "but
we've come to change the mentality,
our insecurity. Moroccan players
can compete against anyone in the
world."

"I think the most important
thing, except the semi-final and that,
is that we've changed that mentality
and the generation after us will
know that Moroccan players can do
all this."
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Bounou's success is a prime

example of persistence paying off.
Born in Montreal, Bounou and

his family returned to Morocco when
he was seven. He joined the Wydad
Casablanca academy and broke into

the first team aged 19, appearing in
the 2011 CAF Champions League
final.

He signed for Atletico Madrid the
following year, spending two seasons
with the reserves, before moving on
loan to Real Zaragoza in the second
division.

With opportunities limited at
Atletico, he left the club permanent-
ly for Girona in 2016 and helped them
immediately win promotion to the
Spanish top flight.

Herve Renard selected Munir as
his first-choice 'keeper at the 2018
World Cup, a campaign which ended
in the group stage, but Bounou has
since made the number one shirt his
own.

After Girona's relegation,
Bounou joined Sevilla on loan for the
2019-20 season and starred as the
Spanish club won a record-extending
sixth Europa League title.

He soon dislodged Czech inter-
national Tomas Vaclik, signing a long-

term deal with Sevilla, and earned the
Zamora award last term as the 'keep-
er with the lowest ratio of goals con-
ceded per game in La Liga.

"When you have one of the best
goalkeepers in the world, it gives you
confidence, and Yassine gives us
that," said Regragui after his side
knocked out Portugal.

"He's not someone who thinks
he's someone else. So he helped us a
lot. And when Yassine makes that
kind of save (against Ronaldo) and
gets into the game, we're virtually
unstoppable."

Already the first African team to
reach the World Cup semi-finals,
Morocco have no intention of slow-
ing down ahead of a monumental
clash with holders France.

"When you are part of the story,
you don't grasp what's happening
very quickly. Everything's good, we'll
stay focused. We're happy about
what we've done so far. But with time,
we'll realise," said Bounou.
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Lionel Messi and Argentina's bid for a
third World Cup crown is being boost-

ed by hordes of travelling fans that have
transformed each of their matches in Qatar
into virtual home games.

Argentine football venues are renowned
for their seething intensity -- iconic Buenos
Aires cauldrons such as the Bombonera or
Monumental tremble with passionate feroc-
ity. Those kinds of scenes have been recre-
ated regularly at Doha's Lusail Stadium,
where tens of thousands of Argentine fans
have created a raucous wall of blue-and-
white-shirted sound.

Argentina have already played three
games at the glittering 88,966-seat arena,
where Messi and his team-mates will bat-
tle Croatia on Tuesday, aiming to book a
place in the World Cup final.

After most Argentina games, the
"Albiceleste" have lingered on the pitch long
after the final whistle, sharing a moment of
emotionally charged communion with their
supporters.

"We like to take advantage of these
moments with the people who are here and
in Argentina, where everyone is euphoric,"
Messi said following Friday's quarter-final
win over the Netherlands.

According to the Argentine embassy in
Qatar, between 35,000 and 40,000 fans have
travelled to the World Cup to support the
team, one of the largest contingents of over-
seas supporters at the tournament.

That sizeable support has been aug-
mented by thousands of Qatar-based
migrant workers from India and Bangladesh,
where Messi and Argentina enjoy wide-
spread support.

"Compared to France, Argentina aren't
quite at the same level as a team -- but they
are a team who are benefiting from the sup-
port they have here," the Argentina-born for-
mer France striker David Trezeguet told
AFP.

At the end of each of their victories at
the World Cup, after joining supporters in
post-match singing, Argentina's players
will repeat the line that they are playing for

"45 million" of their compatriots.
"What I do, I do for the 45 million, They

are going through a bad economic period.
Giving people joy is the best thing that I can
do at the moment," said Argentina goalkeep-
er Emiliano Martinez, the hero of Friday's
penalty shootout win over the Netherlands.
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Trezeguet believes the bond between

Argentina's players and their supporters has
been forged by the economic crisis batter-
ing the country, where inflation has skyrock-
eted.

"My first memories of the Argentina
team were in Mexico in 1986. It was crazy
back then, but nothing like as crazy as it is
now," Trezeguet said. "The socio-econom-
ic situation in Argentina at the moment has
made the support for the team more pas-
sionate than ever."

According to reports in the media, many
of the fans who have travelled to Qatar have
spent years saving up to make the trip, dili-
gently converting their Argentine pesos into
US dollars in order to avoid the ravages of
inflation.

Others such as Beto, a fan in his 60s

interviewed by AFP as he walked through
Doha's Souq Waqif, have travelled to Qatar
from the United States or elsewhere after
emigrating overseas. The passion, howev-
er, remains as intense as ever.

"Even though I've lived in the United
States for a long time, if you cut my wrist,
I will bleed blue and white," Beto told AFP.

"We have an immense passion for
football. We suffer a lot on a daily basis
because there are problems in our country,
the economy is not doing well. But football
gives us this energy which allows us to go
from nothing to everything."

That passion is evoked in two songs that
have regularly reverberated around Qatar's
stadiums when Argentina are playing --
"Vamos Argentina" and "Muchachos", a de
facto national anthem of the national team
which name-checks Messi, Diego Maradona
and the 1982 Falklands War between
Argentina and Britain.

"Argentina is a complex, politically frac-
tured country. There are few subjects that
unite the country — but the Falklands and
the football team do," said Edgardo Esteban,
director of the Falklands Museum in
Buenos Aires.

MODRIC & CROATIA STAND B/W MESSI & WC FINAL
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Croatia coach Zlatko Dalic
said the 2018 World Cup

runners-up hope Tuesday's
semi-final against Argentina in
Qatar will be remembered as the
"greatest game" in the country's
history.

With a population of just
four million people, Croatia
have again defied the odds and
stand just 90 minutes from a
return trip to the final.

"At back-to-back World
Cups to be among the four best
national teams, that's an extra-
ordinary success for Croatia,"
said Dalic, who saw his side
beaten 4-2 by France in the final
four years ago.

"However, we want more,"

he added. "I'm optimistic and
have full confidence in my play-
ers. They've shown their great
quality and strength of charac-
ter, and deserve to be in the
final."

As in Russia in 2018, Croatia
have required two penalty
shootouts to reach the last four
— beating Japan and then a
heavily fancied Brazil.
ADVERTISING

Croatia haven't won a
knockout game in normal time
at a major tournament since
coming third at the 1998 World
Cup.

"It was quite exhausting
with extra time in two matches,
but we're in the semi-finals of the
World Cup and we're not even
discussing exhaustion," said

Dalic.
"We are still strong, with

energy and enthusiasm, without
a doubt. We are going to give it
our all, just as we have done in
previous games.

"Against Argentina we will
do the same, we will give our all.
We don't have any injury prob-
lems. They don't feel tired."

Croatia swept Argentina
aside 3-0 in the group stage at
the last World Cup, but Dalic
says that will have no influence
with the stakes much higher for
the match at Lusail Stadium.
PRESSURE ON ARGENTINA

"That was a group stage
match back then and it wasn't
decisive. That match has noth-
ing to do with tomorrow's," he
said.

"They're under greater pres-
sure than we are. They'll have
more fans and that's a disadvan-
tage for us, but we won't be com-
plaining," continued Dalic.

"We're now in the semi-
finals and playing against one of
the best teams in the world and
in history."

Croatia came from behind
to beat England 2-1 after extra
time in the 2018 semi-finals in
Moscow. Ivan Perisic scored
the equaliser before Mario
Mandzukic's memorable win-
ning goal.

Mandzukic retired from
international duty after the final,
but Perisic remains an important
player and one of four survivors
from the team that started the
defeat by France.
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Injured pace spearhead Josh
Hazlewood on Monday was

ruled out of Australia's opening
Test against South Africa in
Brisbane this week, but skipper
Pat Cummins "appears likely" to
play.

Hazlewood, who has a side
strain and missed the just-com-
pleted second Test against the
West Indies in Adelaide, was the
only omission in a 14-man
squad. But Cummins is set to
return after also sitting out the
419-run win in Adelaide with a
thigh problem.

That means either Scott
Boland or Michael Neser will
miss out despite both impress-
ing in their returns to the Test
arena against the Caribbean
side. Uncapped speedster Lance
Morris remains in the 14-man
squad as a wildcard option.

"Pat continues to improve,
bowled with freedom on

Saturday and appears likely to
play this match, although Josh
will need more time," said chief
selector George Bailey.

"With that in mind, we
have retained Michael Neser and
Lance Morris in the squad for
this match.

"Michael bowled superbly in
Adelaide, as did Scott," he added.

"We were impressed as
always with their performances
that backed up what they have
achieved in the past. Lance is a
very exciting prospect who will
benefit from time with the
squad."

Australia head into the first
of three Tests against the Proteas
from Friday in red-hot form,

having crushed the West Indies
by 164 runs then 419 runs.
Australia squad: Pat Cummins
(capt), Scott Boland, Alex Carey,
Cameron Green, Marcus Harris,
Travis Head, Usman Khawaja,
Marnus Labuschagne, Nathan
Lyon, Lance Morris, Michael
Neser, Steve Smith, Mitchell
Starc, David Warner
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Mark Wood grabbed four Pakistan
wickets to give England a hard-

fought 26-run win Monday in the sec-
ond Test in Multan and take an unassail-
able 2-0 lead in the three-match series.

The fast bowler finished with 4-65 as
Pakistan were dismissed for 328 about 50
minutes after lunch on day four, having
been set a challenging 355-run target.

Wood, who missed England's 74-run
win in the first Test in Rawalpindi with
a hip injury, turned the match in
England's favour with the wickets of
Mohammad Nawaz (45) and Saud
Shakeel (94) in the space of 12 balls and
one run.

Pakistan slumped to 291-7 at lunch,
and after the break Agha Salman (20 not
out) and Abrar Ahmed (17) tried to hit
out for an unlikely win to keep the series
alive.

But James Anderson had Ahmed
caught, Wood dismissed Zahid

Mahmood without scoring and Ollie
Robinson ended the match with the wick-
et of number eleven Mohammad Ali for
zero, sparking celebrations in the England
camp.

Anderson and Robinson took two
wickets apiece.

The win gives England their eighth
win in the nine Tests since Brendon
McCullum took over as head coach and
Ben Stokes as captain in May this year.

Those victories have been built
around "Bazball", a term coined from
McCullum's nickname, and describing
the aggressive free-wheeling approach the
New Zealander has instilled in the side
since taking over.

England are now world champions
in the 50-over and T20 versions of the
game and rapidly ascending the Test
rankings ladder.

This becomes England's third series
win in Pakistan after victories 1961 and
2000 — although they haven't toured in
17 years because of security issues.
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Shakeel, who hit eight boundaries

in his 314-minute vigil, added 80 runs
with Nawaz as England found wickets
hard to come by on a Multan pitch that
slowed considerably as the game pro-
gressed.

In a last-ditch effort, Stokes brought
in Wood before lunch and was instant-
ly rewarded with Nawaz caught by wick-
etkeeper Ollie Pope.

In his next over Wood forced Shakeel
to play a pull shot off a short ball that
caught his glove, with Pope taking a div-
ing catch to his left.

Replays were inconclusive as to
whether the ball scraped the ground
before Pope caught it, but, controversial-
ly, the third umpire deemed there was not
enough evidence to overturn the deci-
sion.

Resuming on 198-4, Pakistan had
lost Faheem Ashraf in the sixth over of
the day for 10, caught at slip for spinner
Joe Root's 50th wicket.
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England captain Ben Stokes believes
wicketkeeper Ollie Pope grabbed a

clean catch to dismiss Pakistan batter
Saud Shakeel in his team's series-
deciding win in the second Test on
Monday.

“No doubt about that (catch) in my
mind,” Stokes said after Pakistan was
bowled out for 328 an hour into the sec-
ond session. “The only thing where you
start worrying is when it gets looked at
for a long period of time because that's
when you start having doubt in your
own head," Stokes added. “I've been part
of games before where I've been on the
team who's been on the receiving end
of those decisions and you're always
like, that's not carried.'"

Shakeel battled gallantly for just
over 5-1/2 hours in making 94 off 213
balls against the pace and spin before
Mark Wood tangled the lefthander
down the legside just before the lunch
interval and Pope claimed a low two-
handed catch to his right and reduced
Pakistan to 291-7 by lunch.

Television umpire Joel Wilson of
the West Indies upheld onfield umpire
Aleem Dar's soft signal of out as he took
several minutes and watched the replays
from various angles.

Shakeel's dismissal took the game
away from Pakistan before England
folded the tail after lunch for its second
absorbing win in the last two weeks.

“You see a lot of lot of those deci-
sions and those type of catches in crick-
et,” Stokes said. “It went our way, but I've
been involved in a few decisions where
stuff like that has gone against us, but
you can't change that.”

Pakistan captain Babar Azam
believed the catch cost his team the
game. He felt the ball was grounded
before it went into Pope's gloves, but
said the teams have to follow the
umpires' decisions.
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The BCCI is likely to remove
out-of-favour Test specialists

Ajinkya Rahane and Ishant
Sharma from its annual central
contracts while Shubman Gill
and Suryakumar Yadav may
get promotion when the list for
the 2022-23 season is finalised
during the Board's Apex Council
meeting on December 21.

Hardik Pandya, who is
being seen as future T20 captain,
is likely to get a promotion to
Group B from C.

The meeting, which has 12
items on the agenda, will be held
via video conference.

A review of Indian team's
performance in the T20 World
Cup and Bangladesh One-
Dayers is not part of the agen-
da but if chairperson deems nec-
essary, non-listed items can be
considered for discussion.

In a novel gesture, the Apex
Council will also ratify a one-
time payment for V Jaydevan,
whose rain-rule formula is being
used in domestic white-ball
games for more than a decade
now.

At the international level,
ICC uses Duckworth-Lewis-

Stern method (DLS) while VJD
is used for Mushtaq Ali T20,
Vijay Hazare Trophy and erst-
while Deodhar Trophy and
Challenger Trophy.
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One of the major items on
the agenda is "Retainership
Contract" of senior men and
women cricketers.

It is understood that former
vice-captain Rahane and speed-
ster Ishant, who are out of India
contention, will be axed from the
fresh list. Stumper-batter
Wriddhiman Saha will also be
axed from the list as he was
specifically told at the start of the
year that he won't be selected for
India again.

An A+ contracts offers �7
crore, Group A �5 crore, Group
B �3 crore and �� Group C
offers Rs 1 crore to the cricketers.

There are multiple metrics
used by the BCCI in consulta-
tion with national selectors to
determine the gradation system.

A+ and A are two categories
where the players are either all-
format regulars or at least cer-
tainty in Tests along with one of
the two white-ball formats. To be

in Group B, a cricketer has to
play at least two formats while
group C is primarily for single-
format players.

Also, one needs to play a
specific number of internation-
al games (per format) for inclu-
sion in the list. The promotion
however is performance-based
and ICC ranking is also taken
into consideration.

"Surya was in Group C but
his performance in the last one
year warrants a promotion to
Group B at least, if not A. He is
currently world No. 1 in T20I
ICC rankings and is a serious
contender in ODI team also," a
senior official said. Gill, who is
now a two-format regular (Tests
and ODIs) can expect a promo-
tion from Group C to B.

Someone like Ishan Kishan,
who has played considerable
number of international games
across two formats in 2022, is
likely to enter the list.

Pandya, who has now led
the national team in two T20I
away series, might be included
in group B after a string of con-
sistent shows. He was demoted
to Group C last year after miss-
ing a major part of last season
due to a back injury.
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Aspot in the World Test
Championship final at
stake, a depleted Indian

team has no option but to play
an aggressive brand of cricket
against Bangladesh in the two-
match series starting
Wednesday, stand-in skipper
KL Rahul said on Monday.

The Indian team will be
without three key players —
Jasprit Bumrah, Ravindra Jadeja
and regular skipper Rohit
Sharma — due to injuries.

Having already lost the ODI
series, the Indian team will
need to win its next six Test
matches (two in Bangladesh
and four vs Australia at home)
to remain in contention for a
top-two spot in the World Test
Championship points table.

As of now, Indian team is
placed fourth in the table with
52.08 percentage points while
Australia (75 percentage points)
and South Africa (60 percentage
points) are placed first and sec-
ond. Sri Lanka, with 64 percent-
age points, is third in the list.

"There is a Test champi-
onship (final) qualification so we
will also have to be aggressive.
We know where we stand and
what we need to do to qualify for
the final," said Rahul during a
media conference after the
unveiling of the trophy.

"Each day, each session we
will assess what is required for
the team in that particular
moment and give our best."

The season-ending World
Test Championship will be held
in June, 2023 at the Oval in
London. Flexibility in mindset
is the order of the hour and a key
recipe for success.

"We won't go in with any set
mindset. Yes, there is a certain
history of a venue, you look at
the numbers and take some
pointers from that. At least for
us we will go there and try to be
aggressive and brave, try and get
a result.

"The game is played over
five days so it is important to
break it down to smaller targets.
In every session, the demands
would be different but one thing
is sure that you are going to see
a lot of aggressive cricket from
our side," the skipper assured.

A lot of this talk of aggres-
sive intent has come watching
England team's radically differ-
ent ultra-aggressive approach,
which has caught the imagina-
tion of cricket fans.

And skipper Rahul doesn't
think English style of batsman-
ship characterises "recklessness".

"As cricketers, I don't think
it is reckless cricket. They have
certain mindset, they thought
about it, they back their players
and the players are doing the job
for the team, so it doesn't mat-
ter how you have done it. Cricket
is changing, there is no set way
of how this game needs to be
played," the stylish opener said.

Rahul in fact immensely
enjoyed England's 2-0 series
win in Pakistan with a Test
match still to go.

"To watch these two match-
es between England and
Pakistan has really been interest-
ing. I am really enjoying watch-
ing Test cricket being played like
that, a very fearless, taking the
game on.

"But each team has its own
way. All teams can learn a thing
or two from the teams that are
doing well. You can't always have

the same approach. You turn up
according to the conditions," he
said, providing his take on
English approach.
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Skipper Rohit Sharma has
now missed back-to-back Test

matches — one vs England in
July due to COVID-19 and now
against Bangladesh due to left
thumb dislocation and split
webbing.

"Rohit is an important play-
er for us. He is an experienced
player and captain of our team.
He is someone that the team will

really miss but we hope he can
recover quickly and comeback
for the second Test," Rahul said.
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The previous national selec-
tion committee had named
Cheteshwar Pujara as vice-cap-

tain for the Bangladesh series
even as chairman Chetan
Sharma had said that Rishabh
Pant and Jasprit Bumrah along
with Rahul are being groomed
as future leaders.

Pujara is just about holding
onto to his spot in the Test squad
and vice-captaincy will be an

absolute boost. Pujara was also
named vice-captain for one Test
match during the 2020-21 his-
toric tour of Australia.

When Rahul was asked
about the vice captaincy, he
sidestepped the issue.

"Regarding vice-captain, at
least I don't know what is the cri-

teria. Whoever is picked, you
give yourself a pat on the back.
It really doesn't change too
many things, everybody in the
team knows their roles and
responsibilities."

He didn't want to distin-
guish between who could have
been a better deputy.

"Rishabh and Pujara both
have been brilliant for us in Test
cricket and have done the job so
many times. So we really don't
think much. The team wins as
eleven players and when we go
down we go down as whole
team. Everyone has responsibil-
ity."
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As a skipper, it is always
important to back the perform-
ers and Rahul believes that his
likely opening partner Shubman
Gill is one of them.

"Shubman has been a bril-
liant player and it is wonderful
to see his transformation (in
ODIs). In Tests, whenever he has
got the opportunity he has done
the job for the team. He has tem-
perament for the longest format.
In every format, he is exciting.
What we can do is back exciting
and talented players."

Rahul believes in empower-
ing his players to make their own
on-field decisions and play with
a free mind.

"It is important as a leader
to back your players, let them
make their own decisions. At the
same time, it is also important
that we enjoy our cricket and not
really think too much. It is
about what we require to do as
a team and as individuals to win
the game for the country," the
Bangalore man said.
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England's T20 World Cup-winning cap-
tain Jos Buttler was on Monday named

ICC men's Player of the Month for the first
time following his stupendous show in
November.

Pakistan's Sidra Ameen became the sec-
ond successive winner of the women's Player
of the Month award from the country,
thanks to her brilliant performance in the
ODI series win over Ireland.

One of the most fearsome batters in
world cricket, Buttler had produced a
Player of the Match performance in the dra-
matic 20-run victory over New Zealand in
Brisbane to start the month with a bang.

Making his 100th T20I appearance, the
opener smashed 73 from 47 balls to provide
some much-needed momentum to
England's campaign at the T20 showpiece.

After England had secured their passage
to the knockout stages, Buttler demonstrat-
ed his full array of strokeplay in smashing
80 from 49 balls while chasing 169 for vic-
tory in the semifinal against India.

His record-breaking opening partner-
ship of 170 with Alex Hales saw England
claim a historic 10-wicket win in Adelaide.

In the final, Buttler made a valuable 26
against a menacing Pakistan bowling attack
to lead England to their second T20 World

Cup trophy.
"I want to thank the fans for voting for

me as the ICC Player of the Month for
November. This award is down to the efforts
of my teammates in what was the most
incredible month of cricket, culminating in
winning the ICC men's T20 World Cup in
Australia," Buttler said.

"It is right up there amongst the best
months of cricket I've been involved in, and
it was pretty special to lead a group of play-
ers to the ultimate accolade of becoming
world champions."

In women's category, Ameen secured
the award thanks to her dominant perfor-
mances against Ireland in November's ODI
series.

Amassing 277 runs through the series
and only being dismissed once, opening bat-
ter Ameen started the month with her high-
est score in ODIs, a remarkable 176 not out,
as the hosts claimed a convincing 128-run
victory in the first match.

She posted another unbeaten score of
91 from 93 balls in the second ODI, this time
in a nine-wicket victory.

TO QUALIFY FOR WTC FINAL, WE HAVE TO PLAY AGGRESSIVE CRICKET: KL
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